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SECTION 1.0 
INTRODUCTION. 

The concept of an independent computational Capability aboard the Shuttle has been 
operational since STS-1. Originally the HP41 hand-held calculator was employed for 
this purpose, but it has significant limitations. The SPoC greatly augments HP41 
Capabilities. STS-9 was the first Shuttle mission manifested with a SPoC, and it 
proved to be such an asset for the crew that a SPoC has been manifested on every 
subsequent Shuttle mission. In its original role it was used as a situational 
awareness aid, depicting the Orbiter and its ground track over the earth’s surface. 
The SPoC has evolved to provide a backup alternative means of obtaining landing 
opportunities, deorbit targets, and center of gravity management procedures. These 
targets and procedures are only utilized in the event of a total loss of 
communications with the ground or a time critical systems failure during a loss of 
communication period requiring an emergency deorbit before ground assistance can be 
provided. Nominally, the SPoC is unstowed and set up during the post insertion time 
frame and remains active until entry interface minus 20 minutes. 

The SPoC saves Mission Control Center (MCC) personnel time and resources by 
eliminating need to routinely transmit such data as Aquisition of Signal/Loss of 
Signal (AOS/LOS) times via voice or teleprinter. During the mission, the Flight 
Dynamics Officer (FDO) will take SPoC system questions in the MCC Mission Operations 
Control Room (MOCR) and pass them to the SPoC Team if necessary. 

1.1 SPoC Mission Definition 

The SPoC is a portable “lap top" microcomputer providing the crew and mission 
operations personnel with an independent computational and display facility, 
enhancing productivity and reliability. This microcomputer is mandatory for flight 
because of the crew support it provides. The SPoC was designated as noncritical 
hardware by Configuration Control Board Directive 1253 in 1983. This classification 
was reaffirmed in 1987 by On-Orbit Flight Techniques Panel Meeting #82 fref. NASA 
memo DA8-88-04 (FT)]. Currently, there are four major roles for the SPoC. 

a) Provide automated cues for such events as upcoming ground communication times, 
earth observation site availability, sunrise and sunset times, nodal 
crossings, orbiter ground track, and location over the earth’s surface. 

b) Provide a backup alternative means of obtaining landing opportunities, deorbit 
targets, and center of gravity management procedures in the event of a total 
loss of communications with the ground or a time-critical systems failure 
during a loss of communication period requiring an emergency deorbit before 
ground assistance can be provided. 

¢) Provide computational and display support for special purpose applications on 
a flight-specific basis (e.g. the Orbit Refueling System {ORS} and the Gravity 
Gradient Free Drift programs). 

dg) Provide mission status and contingency deorbit support in the Emergency 
Mission Control Center (EMCC). 
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1.2 How To Use This Handbook 

This handbook: relates procedures 

Acronyms and other terms pertinen 

be apparent from context, are def 

names of SPoC applications will b 

presented in Appendix E. If you 

proceed to Appendix A, INITIALIZI 

Appendices A through D are design 

exercising all SPoC capabilities. 

information, consult the Table of 

and concepts associated with SPoC operation. 

t to this discussion, but whose definitions may not 

ined in APPENDIX F (GLOSSARY). As a convention, the 

e in capitals. A brief history of the SPof is 

are interested in operating SPoC immediately, 

NG THE SPoC, for your first SPoC session. 

ed to provide an introductory overview without 

For the location of complete and detailed o™ 

Contents. 

o~ 

a 
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SECTION 2.0 
HARDWARE 

The SPoC has 384k bytes of nonvolatile bubble memory for use in storing programs and 
data. Four Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM) slots, located above the 
keyboard, are user-accessible. Each SPoC EPROM has a 64k byte capacity, providing 

256k bytes of Read Only Memory (ROM). The SPoC directly accesses 5Si2k bytes of 

Random Access Memory (RAM). The foldup display is a high resolution : 
electroluminescent flat panel which measures 7-and-9/16 by 3-and-3/4 inches (512 
pixels by 256 scanlines). 

There are four types of keys on the SPoC: alphabetic/numeric keys, modifier keys for 

issuing commands, arrow keys for positioning the cursor, and a return key for 

selection box control. The memory, display, and S7-character keyboard are in a 

magnesium case, which together weighs approximately 10 pounds. The unit will fit 
into one-half of a standard size briefcase. 

SPoC is hosted on a GRiD Compass computer purchased off-the-shelf and modified for 

flight. A standard lithium battery circuit that provides power for the internal 

clock is replaced by a silver oxide battery and equipped with diodes and a fuse to 

ensure fail-safe operation. The internal modem is removed. Flight displays are 

fitted with electromagnetic interference filters. This prevents electromagnetic 
interference generated by the electroluminescent display from harming the General 

Purpose Computers (GPCs) or other equipment onboard. When used onboard the Shuttle, 
SPoC runs on phase A ac power and uses a power cable which is compatible with the 
Orbiter’s power outlets. Finally, the foot of a flight SPoC is milled to permit fan 

exhaust flow when folded up for flight operation. 

2.1 Operation 

There are two different setup procedures for the SPoC: Setup For Ground Operation 

(Section 2.2), and Setup For Flight Operation (Section 2.3). In either case, the 
SPoC can be turned on with a rocker switch on the back panel. Also on the back panel 

are the power connector and fuse assembly. 

2.1.1 Bubble Memory Access 

WARNING: DO NOT CYCLE SPoC POWER DURING BUBBLE MEMORY ACTIVITY. Data files can be 
damaged if power is turned off while bubble memory is being accessed. Damaged files 
will prevent proper SPoC operation until ground support equipment can be utilized. 

Bubble memory access is indicated by the flickering squares located in the lower 
right hand corner of the screen. This indicator is flickering only when bubble memory 
is being accessed. Nominally the flickering squares disappear when bubble memory 
access is terminated. Due to an oversite of the GRiD operating system, it is 
possible the flickering squares may become static when bubble memory access is 
terminated. The display of the static squares most often occurs at the SPoC Main 
Menu but can occur whenever bubble memory access is terminated. In either case, if 
the flickering squares disappear or become static, bubble memory access has 

> terminated. 
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2.2 Setup For Ground Operation 

  

Step 1: Pull down the foot at the 

back of the computer until it clicks 

into place. This will provide | good 

viewing angle and permit ventilation 

underneath the SPot. Exhaust flow from 

the SPot fan is free to exit nonfliaht 

units with the foot im this position. 

  

          
  

Step 2: Place the SPatl on a flat work oo 
surface. Sa eo yh 

Hard ‘Surface . n
~
 

o oe ct
 

Free air circulation 

Step 3: Verify the voltage switch is set for 110 volts. 

  

11% Volts 

Mane 9S
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Step 4: When you are facing the rear 
of the SFoC, the ON’OFF switch 
is on the Far left side. Verify 
  

the power switch om the back panel — 
is OFF. Connect power cord to a a 
118-volt 60hz outlet. 

  

et a feer 

i ee Power cord 

OE 
oworr | 
switch     
  

   

  

Step 5: The screen is locked im the frame by a latch 
om aach side of the computer. Pull these latches 
forward and lift the screen. 
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Step 6: Turn power ON. In addition to enabling power, this also loads 

initialization programs into RAM. 

CAUTION: WHEN CYCLING POWER, LEAVE THE SWITCH OFF FOR AT LEAST 5S SECONDS BEFORE 

TURNING IT BACK ON. = Ignori 

software. 

ng this precaution may cause improper loading of system 

2.3 Setup For Flight Operation 

SPoCs are stowed in a middeck locker during ascent and entry. The Post Insertion 

Checklist calls for SPoC activation a few minutes before payload bay door opening. 

Panel F3 is configured so the SPoC can be attached to it using velcro and bungee 

cords. For this setup, the power cord plugs into the ac utility outlet on panel Fi. 

However, SPoC location depends on crew preference. It may be attached to any panel 

as long as SPoC’s six foot 

ac 1 are located on panels 

power cord can reach an ac utility outlet. Outlets from 

Fl and MO52J, while ac 3 outlets are on panels AlS and 

MO13G. SPoC remains in operation until entry interface minus 20 minutes. 

To activate the SPoC: 
e 

Step 1: Verify the voltage switch is set for 110 volts. 

Step 2: Verify power switch is in the OFF position. 

Step 3: Connect power cord, first to the SPoC and then to an ac outlet. 

Step 4: Unlatch and pull up screen. 

Step 5: Turn the power swi tch to ON. 

Due to the zero~g environment, there is no need to pull down SPoC’s foot. An 

operations/malfunctions cue card is used on orbit and can be attached with velcro 

just below the SPoC screen. 

2.4 EPROM Installation/Removal 

SPoC applications may be stored on EPROM chips. If the EPROM chips are not 

installed, an appropriate message and instructions will be displayed. 

WARNING: CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO HANDLE THE EPROM CHIP ONLY BY ITS PLASTIC ENDS, AND TO 

TURN OFF SPoC POWER BEFORE 

and the EPROM chip. 

INSTALLATION. Otherwise, you may damage both the computer 

CAUTION: NEVER BRING A CHIP IN CONTACT WITH THE SPoC WITHOUT FIRST TOUCHING THE 

COMPUTER’S METALLIC CASE. 
OTHER UTRAVIOLET RADIATION. 

THE EPROM CHIP MUST BE KEPT OUT OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT OR 
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2.4.1 Installing An EPROM Chip 

The EPROM chip slots are located above the keyboard on the left hand side, protected 

by a removable cover. Follow the instructions below. Failure ta follow these 

instructions may damage the EPROM chip. 

1) Make sure that the SPoC is plugged in. Plugging the power cord into both 

the computer and the ac outlet allows static electricity to discharge through 

the power cord. 

2) Verify the SPoC power switch is in the OFF position. 

WARNING: THE POWER SWITCH MUST BE TURNED OFF. This will prevent shock 

hazard and damage to both the computer and the EPROM chip. 

3) Clear your workspace of any objects that might accidentally fall into the EPROM 

area while the cover is removed. Remove the EFROM slots® protective cover. 

4) Remove the EPROM chip from its storage case. WARNING: HANDLE THE CHIP BY 
ITS PLASTIC ENDS ONLY. EPROMs are extremely sensitive to static electricity 
and may be damaged by handling. Before bringing the chip into contact with the 

SPoC, first touch the computer’s metallic case to discharge static electricity. 

5S) Align the chip with the socket. NOTE: One end of the socket has two 
notches and the other end has only one. The EPROM chip can be installed in any 

empty socket. 

6) Press firmly on the EPROM chip until it snaps into the socket. 

7) Replace the protective cover. 

WARNING: NEVER USE THE COMPUTER WITHOUT THE EPROM SLOTS’ PROTECTIVE COVER IN PLACE. 

An object that accidentally falls into the EPROM area may damage EPROMs or SPoC. 

8) Turn the power switch to the ON position. SPoC software will be activated. 

2.4.2 Removing An EPROM Chip 

Store EPROM chips in the carrying case when they are not installed in the SPoC. 

WARNING: WHEN REPLACING AN EPROM CHIP, HANDLE IT BY ITS PLASTIC ENDS ONLY. 
EPROMs are extremely sensitive to static electricity and may be damaged by handling. 

No special tool is needed to remove an EPROM chip. The most convenient item to use 
is the EPROM slots’ protective cover. 

To remave an EPROM chip: 

1) Make sure that the SPoC is plugged in. 

2) Verify the power switch is in the OFF position. 
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3) Clear your workspace of any objects that might accidentally fall into the EPROM 

area while the cover is removed. Remove the EPROM slots® protective cover. 

4) Remove the EPROM chip with the edge of the protective cover. Slip an edge of 

the protective cover between the plastic end of the chip and the center ridge in 

the EPROM area. Pry the chip loose. Carefully remove the chip from the socket, 

making sure to handle it by the plastic ends only. 

5) Store the EPROM chip in its carrying case. 

6) Replace the protective cover. 

2.5 Fuse Installation/Removal 

The fuse assembly is located on the back panel between the power cord receptacle 

and the voltage switch. The fuse may be replaced on the ground or in flight. Spare 

fuses are stored in the EPROM stowage kit. To replace a fuse: 

1) Verify the power cord is unpluged. 

2) Unscrew fuse assembly and ramove old fuse. 

3> Install a new fuse in the fuse assembly. 

gt] @ & 
4) Replace fuse assembly. 

  

Follow the ground or fliaht setup procedures 

defined in Section 2.2 or 2.3. 
FUSE ASSEMBLY 
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SECTION 3.0 
oo SPoC USER INTERFACE 

SPoC applications have been designed for similarity in appearance and operation. 

Utilization of menus and forms allows the user to select, input, edit, and execute 

without unnecessary typing. Menus permit the user to select a single item for 

execution, while forms permit the user to input several data values on one display. 

Prompts appear at the bottom of the screen, as an aid to the user. When appropriate, 

error messages also appear at the bottom of the screen instructing the user how to 

fo correct erroneous inputs. FIGURE 3.1 illustrates a typical menu, and FIGURE 3.2 

' illustrates a typical form. The components of each diagram are labeled, and will be 

discussed in detail. 

  

MET Gane 1a Se 

  

    
        

  

   
     
    

     
June -t SrLA Lo Mee escessesesesessees 
LUNES STH L H ; 
CODE-T SET GMT 

CO0E-D ODEORBIT 
CUDE-2  CGMANAGER 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT PROGRAM ay eee eeemeraas 
PRESS CODE-RETURN TO EXECUTE PROGRAM Samammee 

           

MISSION MENU OPTIONS PROMPT SELECTION BOX 
ELASPED OR 
TIME MESSAGE 

” 

FIGURE 3.1 Typical SPoC Menu 

NOTE: Messages are displayed on the screen in inverse video. In this document, 

messages displayed on screen images will appear as black characters against a white 

ff background. This is done for readability. 
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MISSION 
ELAPSED 
TIME 

HIGHLIGHTED 80x “™ 

CHOICES CHOICE BAND 

vv v 

rem LATITUDE ¢€-38 TO 94 IN DEC. DEG. > . 
ipl] LONGITUDE ¢-180 TG 364 IN DEC. DEG.> 98,49 0 qr 

ie l| FREQUENCY BAND . . 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA ANO CONTINUE 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

COMMUNICATION SITES 
i a i 

ITEMS PROMPTS SELECTION SETTINGS 
OR BOX . 

$s AGE 
noe MESSAGES BA 

FIGURE 3.2 Typical SPoC Form 

3.1 Modifier and Command Keys 

PEE GEEEEEREEL 
{elute [R/T)v[ultjo P|: [ < a 

sTolF[ ett 

— 

  

    
  

FIGURE 3.3 SPoC Keyboard 

Modifier keys include the CODE keys, SHIFT keys, and the CONTROL key. The CODE keys 

and SHIFT keys are located at the lower left and lower right of the keyboard. The ; 

CONTROL key is located at the lower left corner of the keyboard. The RETURN key. oN 

ESCAPE key. and any other keys that invoke a menu option are command keys. The most 

often used modifier keys are the CODE keys. To execute any menu option or to accept 

the settings in a form, the user must hold down a modifier key(s) and then press the 
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appropriate command key. 

CAUTION: SPoC EXPECTS THE COMMAND KEY "PRESS" ACTION TO BE BRIEF (NO MORE THAN 0.2 
SECONDS). Pressing a command key for finite intervals may issue multiple 

instructions with unpredictable results. 

3.2 Special Key Combinations 

Throughout the remainder of this handbook, the following convention will be followed. 
CODE-Ckey] will indicate that the CODE key is held down until the Ckey] is pressed. 

As an example, CODE-RETURN indicates that the user holds down the CODE key until the 

RETURN key is pressed. CODE-ESCAPE indicates that the CODE key is held down until 
the ESCAPE key is pressed. CODE-M indicates that the CODE key is held down until "M" 
is pressed. CODE-CTRL-N indicates that the CODE key and the CTRL key are held down 

until "N" is pressed. A menu item will be executed or form settings will be accepted 

only if a CODE-Ckey] combination is pressed. The CODE-RETURN combination executes 
the menu option selected or accepts the form settings selected. The CODE~ESCAPE 
combination has a special function. To exit a menu without executing any of the 

displayed options or to exit a form without modifying the form settings, press 

CODE-ESCAPE. If the user presses CODE-ESCAPE, program control returns to the 
previously displayed screen. If CODE-ESCAPE is pressed at the main menu of a 

program, the program is exited and control returns to the SPoC Main Menu, which 
displays the available applications. A CODE-ESC from the SPoC Main Menu is ignored. 

*: 3.3 The Selection Box 

The selection box is a moving rectangular outline that encloses the current option or 
setting. In a menu, the selection box identifies the option that will be executed 

when the user presses CODE-RETURN. Ina form, the selection box identifies data 
currently being modified. Movement of the selection box is controlled by the RETURN 

key. Each time the RETURN key is pressed, the selection box advances to the next 

option. If the RETURN key is pressed while the selection box is located on the last 

option of the menu, the selection box will advance to the first option on the menu. 

The SPoC Main Menu is displayed in FIGURE 3.1 with each part of the menu labeled. 

All SPoC menus have similar parts. 
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SlA 
SET GMT 

COOE-D DEORBIT 
CODE-C CGMANAGER 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT PROGRAM mane 
PRESS COOE-RETURN TO EXECUTE PROGRAM ne 

    

     

  

   

  

       
      
    

FIGURE 3.4 SPoC Main Menu 

If the menu in FIGURE 3.4 receives a CODE-RETURN with the selection box located on oN 

the first option, the WORLD MAP application will be executed. Press the RETURN key 

once, and the selection box advances to the next option, as shown in FIGURE 3.5. 
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CODE-M_ SO OISPLAY WORLD 
Cours STATE UECTOR-UPTETE] 
CuUE~| se) Ur 
CODE-D OEORBIT 
CODE~C  CGMANAGER 

: Se PRESS RETURN TO SELECT PROGRAM me ae a 
SAE PRESS CODE-RETURN TO EXECUTE PROGRAM jiiseiinenee ees slneneEenEE 

            

             

  

  

  

   

    

   

  

    

  

FIGURE 3.5 

f~. If the menu in FIGURE 3.5 receives a CODE-RETURN with the selection box located on 
the second option, STATE VECTOR UPDATE will be executed. 
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3.4 SPoC Menus 
- 

SPoC menus permit the user to select one option to be executed with a minimum of 

keystrokes. To select an option, press the RETURN key repeatedly until the selection 

box is located on the option to be executed. Press CODE-RETURN to execute the 

option. There is an alternate method of selecting and executing an option from a 

menu. Press CODE-Ckey], where (key] is the designated letter for the option to be 

executed. Using the SPoC Main Menu as an example, DEORBIT can be selected by 

pressing the RETURN key three times to locate the selection box on the menu option 

DEORBIT (as shown in FIGURE 3.6). DEORBIT is then executed by pressing CODE-RETURN. ~~ 

Using the alternate method, DEORBIT can be selected and executed by pressing CODE-D — 

regardless of where the selection box is currently located. 

MET Abie: 13:1) 

  

        
    

     

  

    

  

  

   

  

  
           

CODE-M DISPLAY WORLD MAP 
CODE-S STATE VECTOR UPDATE 
CODE-T SET GMT 
(Cope=T TE } 
SUUE- CGMRNAGER : 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT PROGRAM 
PRESS COQE-RETURN TO EXECUTE PROGRAM 

FIGURE 3.6 

oo™ 

~ 
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3.5 SPoC Forms 

SPoC forms permit the user to eriter or edit data for one or more items. Forms are 

different from menus for these reasons: 

a) Forms let users change the settings of several items. Menus let users 

select only one option. 

b) Users may input their own settings to forms. Many forms do not limit users 

to predefined choices. 

c) When users press CODE-RETURN, they accept the settings of all form items, 

not just the outlined setting. 

FIGURE 3.2 displays a typical SPoC form with the components labeled. 

A form consists of the following components. 

Items: labels which identify data to be modified. Each item has a setting associated 
with it. , 

Settings: actual values the user has typed, chosen from the choice band, or received 

by default. These settings are either choice or editable fields, depending on the 
application. 

Selection box: moving indicator that surrounds the setting currently being modified. 

RETURN moves it down and SHIFT-UPARROW moves it up. 

Choice band: located at the top of the form, it may be configured in one of three 

ways. If there are choices for the current item, the choices are displayed there 

(see FIGURE 5.8). If the item is an editable item, the choice band may be blank (see 

FIGURE 6.1) or contain pertinent information with the edit prompt (see FIGURE 3.7). 

Choices: predefined values for a setting, which appear in the choice band. The 

highlighted choice appears within the selection box automatically. 

Highlighted box: indicates the choice that appears in the selection box, when choices 

are available. Pressing the arrow keys moves the highlighted box among choices. 

Horizontally grouped choices utilize the LEFTARROW and RIGHTARROW keys for movement, 

while vertically grouped choices are selected with the UPARROW and DOWNARROW keys. 

If the item is an editable item, the highlighted box, if displayed, will contain 
pertinent information and the edit prompt. 
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A setting is editable if there are no choices listed in the choice band. In this 

case, the edit prompt appears in the selection box as a small flashing triangular 

field. A setting is a choice, setting if there are choices listed in the choice band.” 

FIGURE 3.7 displays a form with the selection box located on an editable setting. 

Notice there are no choices available in the choice band, only pertinent information 

and the static edit prompt. 

  

  
    
    

      

        

   
    

  

    
    

   

  

      

  

  
  

   

IMET 66.791: 33:06 

co™ 

STATIC 
EDIT : 
PROMP'T......... 4b * FLASHING 

LATITUDE ¢-98 TO 98 IN DEC. DEG.) i IN, sscssssssscsssssnssssssnnits EDIT 

LONGITUDE ¢-188 TG 360 IN DEC. DEG.> 2. PROMPT 

FREQUENCY BAND S-BAND 

= PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM az 

USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND & 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE ‘ 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION o™ 

COMMUNICATION SITES 

FIGURE 3.7 

To change data for an editable setting, use the LEFTARROW and RIGHTARROW keys to 

locate the flashing edit prompt. The following actions are possible on-all data left 

of the prompt. 

1) Press the BACK SPACE key to erase the rightmost character of data. 

2) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase the rightmost word of data. 

3) Press CODE-SHIFT-BACK SPACE to erase all data. 

Data may be inserted right of the flashing prompt by pressing the appropriate keys. 

Once satisfied with the settings, press CODE-RETURN to incorporate all settings and 

proceed to the next form or menu. To exit a form without accepting any new settings, 

press CODE-ESC. Upon pressing CODE-ESC, the former item settings are restored and 

the previous form or menu will be displayed. om, 
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_ In FIGURE 3.8, the same form is displayed as in FIGURE 3.7, but the selection box has 

fo been located on a different setting. Notice the choices for this setting are listed 
' in the choice band. Also notice the choice appearing in the highlighted box appears 

in the selection box too. Use the LEFTARROW or RIGHTARROW keys to move the 
highlighted box. 

  

MET 88783 44-33] 

  

  

       

  

   Secigaee UHF S-BAND AND UHF 

LATITUDE ¢-96 TO 90 IN DEC. DEG. > 27.58 
LONGITUDE ¢-150 TO 368 IN DEC. CEG.> 96 46 
FREQUENCY BAND S—CANU 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

POMMUNICATION SITES 

  

    

   

      
  

FIGURE 3.8 
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In FIGURE 3.9, a different choice has been selected by moving the highlighted box. 

The user has pressed the RIGHTARROW key twice to move the highlighted box two choices 

  

       
    

     
      

  

  

  

    
     

  

    
       

  

  

to the right. Notice again the selection box contains the same choice as the oN 

highlighted box. 

ET _on-ba lo 4¢ 

S-BAND _UHF 
LATITUDE ¢-98 TO 94 IN DEC. DEG. > 27.58 

LONGITUDE (-180 TO 360 IN DEC. DEG.> 99.40 

FREQUENCY BAND Sarr H 

; FRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM ; 

USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY Bano 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

COMMUNICATION SITES a 

o™ 

FIGURE 3.9 

aN 

—~ 
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3.4 Messages 

There are three types of SPol messages. 

1) Prompts 

2) Error messages 

3) Informative messages 

As an aid toa the user, each SPoC menu or form has prompts displayed at the bottom of 

f~ the screen. Information provided by prompts will inform the user what action should 

be taken next. FIGURE 3.10 is a typical SPoC form with prompts displayed at the 

bottom of the screen. 

   

    
         
      

      

     
NTERING:AAA- DATA: 

LATITUDE ¢-389 TO 99 IN DEC. DEG.) 
LONGITUDE ¢-136 TO 268 IN DEC. DEG. > 
FREQUENCY BAND S-BAND 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS COOE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA ANDO CONTINUE 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

COMMUNICATION SITES 

         
FIGURE 3.10 
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Error messages provide information for correcting erroneous user inputs. FIGURE 3.11 : 

oN displays an error message indicating that’ the user -has input an improper latitude. 

  

  

  

   

  

WENTERING aAd CATA 
LATITUDE ¢-98 TO 94 IN DEC. DEG. > A 
LONGITUDE ¢-182 TO 362 IN DEC. DEG.> 45     

         FREQUENCY BAND S-BAND 

ce ee et IMPROPER LATITUDE ¢ REENTER LATITUDE > enn Cee 

oes PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE aaa 

al PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 
COMMUNICATION SITES . 

    

  

    
    
    

   

FIGURE 3.11 
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Informative messages provide status on what action is currently being taken. 

Informative messages require no user action. The message in FIGURE 3.12 informs 

users the state vector is being propagated. 

  

  

    
FRUPAGAT IHG STATEVECTUR gm 

  

FIGURE 3.12 
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SECTION 4.0 
OVERVIEW OF SPoC PROGRAMS 

In this section, a high level overview of SPoC software will be presented. FIGURE 
4.1 shows the High-Level Functional Flow of SPoC software. There are five operating 

modes for SPoaC software: InFlight, Debug, Development, SmartDemo, and DummyDemo. 
This document pertains only to the InFlight mode. If remote users have questions 
about SPoC software modes, contact the SPoC Team at the Johnson Space Center. 

LAUNCH TIME UPDATE 

During SPoC initialization, the actual launch Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) can be input 

to update the launch time expected premission. The launch time is stored in bubble 

memory and used to compute Mission Elapsed Time (MET). 

GMT UPDATE 

Current GMT can be updated in SPol’s internal clock. The internal clock is 
maintained by an internal battery during periods when SPoC power is OFF. 

STATE VECTOR UPDATE 

This program allows the user to input position and velocity vectors in the True of 

Date Rotating (TDR) coordinate system. These vectors are obtained from the GPC 

Memory Page and are written to bubble memory for access by other programs. 

SPoC EXECUTIVE 

The SPoC EXECUTIVE program displays the SPoC Main Menu from which the user may select 
the application desired. Upon exiting any program selected from the SPoC Main Menu, 

program control returns to the SPoaC Main Menu. 

WORLD MAP 

The SPoC presently runs WORLD MAP as its primary program. & graphics display of a 
world map is overlaid by the Orbiter’s current trajectory status. The following 
information/functions are available. 

Current MET 

Fixed coastline and Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN)/ 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) coverage graphics 

Day and night areas on the earth's surface 
AOS/LOS and identification of next/current ground communication site 

AOS/LOS and identification of next/current TDRS coverage 
Current and two predicted ground tracks 
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Current position of the Orbiter on the world map oo 

AOS of the next earth observation site ° aN 

AOS of future earth abservation sites 

Current F-stop 

F-stop for the selected earth observation site 

Predicted Site Acquisition Table (PSAT) Display 

Table of TDRSS AQS/LOS 

Communication/Earth Observation site reconfiguration 

Latitude and longitude of the Orbiter 

Time to Orbiter sunrise, noon, or sunset a 

Sun glint position on the world map 

Sun glint look angles 

Longitude and MET of the next/previous ascending node 

Time until/from the next/previous ascending node 

DEORBIT 

This program supplies deorbit burn opportunities and maneuver targets for crew use in 

the event of a total loss of communications with the ground, or a time-critical 

systems failure during a loss of communication period requiring an emergency deorbit 

before ground assistance can be provided. SPoC DEORBIT has superseded a previously 

used HP-41 deorbit program. 

CGMANAGER 

SPoC CGMANAGER is a program which allows the Orbiter’s Center-of-Gravity (CG) and oO 

weight to be computed onboard using current propellant quantities, cargo status, and 

non-propellant consumable quantities. The program also accepts DEORBIT 

in-plane-change-in-velocity and optional target CG data. It then computes CG and 

weight information for pertinent entry check points. CGMANAGER communicates with the 

SPoC DEORBIT program by sending the current Orbiter weight and by receiving desired 

delta velocity maneuver values. The program uses the same computational method as 

the MCC’s Mission Operations Computer (MOC) Mass Properties Processor. 
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SECTION 5.0 
BOOT UP SCREEN 

When SPoC is turned ON, the Boot Up Screen is displayed after several seconds. At 
the bottom center of this screen will be displayed the message: 

Boot in Progress 
Please Wait 

The contents of the rest of the screen will indicate: 

1) Specific or Generic Flight Load 

2) Flight or Training Load 
3) Version Number 

The Boot Up Screen is displayed while the computer is leading the operating system 
from bubble memory. The flickering squares in the lower right hand corner of the 
screen indicate that bubble memory is being accessed. 

After the operating system has been loaded, the Boot Up Screen will be erased. The 
following message will be displayed at the bottom of the screen while SPoC EXECUTIVE 
searches for the necessary applications. 

Searching for all the necessary SPoC programs 

Next, SPoC EXECUTIVE will search for necessary data files. The following message 
will be displayed. 

Searching for all the necessary SPoC data files 

Upon completion of the data file search, the LAUNCH TIME UPDATE form will be 
displayed. If this form does not appear, a fatal error has been detected in the 
current SPoC software configuration by SPoC EXECUTIVE. Contact the SPoC Team at the 
Johnson Space Center for assistance. 
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SECTION 6.0 
LAUNCH TIME UPDATE 

  

  

  

     

  

      

      

YEAR 2 
DAY 9 
HOUR y 
MINUTE 
SECOND 8 

    

       
  

        

GMT OF LAUNICH 
BACKSPACE OVER TIME TO ERASE 

TYPE IN NEW TIME AND PRESS RETURN 
PRESS CODE-RETURH WHEN COMPLETE 

FIGURE 6.1 

This program allows the user to manipulate the GMT of launch. Upon completion of the 

boot cycle, the LAUNCH TIME UPDATE form (FIGURE 6.1) is displayed. Initial settings 

displayed indicate nominal launch time. These settings can be updated by the user in 

the event of a launch delay. 

Tf the launch form settings are correct, press CODE-RETURN. 
erroneous data. 

Otherwise, correct any 

Acceptable inputs for LAUNCH TIME UPDATE FORM: 

YEAR - 1983 through 1999 
DAY - 1 through 366 
HOUR - 0 through 23 
MINUTE ~ 0 through 59 
SECOND - 0 through 59 

Possible Error Messages: 
1) TIME PARAMETER(S) INPUT INCORRECTLY 

Problem: One or more of the settings are not within acceptable limits. 

Solution: Press CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. 
The symbols "*-" will appear next to out-of-range settings. 

Re-enter data for settings that are not within acceptable limits. 
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a _. SECTION 7.0 
| GMT UPDATE 

  

INET 16-62: 35:17 

  

    
         

       
   

     
    
    
     

      DAY CGMT 3 (iit j 
HOUR <GMT> i4 “ 
MINUTE ¢GMT)> 33 
YEAR 1988 

SET TIME IN GMT 
BACKSPACE OVER OLD TIME TO ERASE 
PRESS RETURN TO SELECT NEXT ITEM a 

PRESS CODE-RETURN AT GMT ENTERED TO EXECUTE 2 
TO RETAIN CURRENT GMT PRESS CODE-ESC je 

       
  

    
FIGURE 7.1 

After pressing CODE-RETURN from the LAUNCH TIME UPDATE form, the GMT UPDATE form will 
automatically appear (FIGURE 7.1). . This form can also be accessed via the SPoC Main 

Menu. The time displayed in this form is used to set the internal SPoC clock when 
CODE-RETURN is pressed. The GMT will have to be updated to correct internal clock 

drift. SPoaC clock drift will average approximately five seconds per day. 

Acceptable inputs for GMT UPDATE form: 
DAY - 1 through 3466 

HOUR - 1 through 23 

MINUTE - 1 through 59 
YEAR - 1980 through 1999 

Possible Error Messages: 
1) ERROR: DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, AND YEAR 

PARAMETERS INPUT INCORRECTLY i 
Problem: The settings for the items listed in the error message are not within 

acceptable limits. 

Solution: Press CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. 
wo The symbols "%-" will appear next to out-of-range settings. 

fo Re-enter data for settings that are not within acceptable limits. 
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Possible Caution Messages: 

1) CAUTION: VECTOR MORE THAN 2 DAYS OLD 

Problem: SPoC GMT and the current SPoC state vector time tag are 

incompatible. The state vector time tag is two days older than 

current SPoC GMT. 

Solution: If GMT settings are incorrect, press CODE-ESC to 

reinitialize the form. Correct erroneous data. 

If GMT settings are correct, press CODE-RETURN. The state 

vector time tag settings can be updated in the STATE VECTOR UPDATE 

form. 

2) CAUTION: VECTOR IS IN THE FUTURE 

Problem: SPoC GMT and the current SPoC state vector time tag are 

incompatible. The time tag for the current SPoC state vector is in 

the future. 

Solution: If GMT settings are incorrect, press CODE-ESC to 

reinitialize the form. Correct erroneous data. 

If GMT settings are correct, press CODE-RETURN. The state 

vector time tag settings can be updated in the STATE VECTOR UPDATE 

form. 
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SECTION 8.0 
STATE VECTOR UPDATE 

  

IMET GAB 1: Ba: 14) : 

  

  

  

    

(> 
a 
DAY MET > G j 
HOUR <MET> 
MINUTE (MET > 58 
SECOND ©MET> 8 
*% POSITION ¢NM) 23 .61635488 
Y POSITION CNM) 3162 .91950300 
2 POSITION (NM) 1713 .37830800 
X VELOCITY CNM/SEC > -3 34707168 
Y VELOCITY CNM“SEC > @.93610700 
2 VELOCITY <NM/SEC > @.81351488     
  

STATEVECTOR ¢ NAUTICAL MILES > WITH MET TIME TAG fee 
BACKSPACE OVER OLD DATA TO ERASE 
TYPE IN NEW OATA AND PRESS RETURN 
PRESS CODE-RETURN WHEN COMPLETE 

Press COOE-ESC_TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 

    
        

      
FIGURE 8.1 

The STATE VECTOR UPDATE form allows users to update the SPoC state vector. This form 

will automatically appear after pressing CODE-RETURN from the GMT UPDATE form during 

the SPoC initialization sequence. STATE VECTOR UPDATE can also be accessed from the 
SPoC Main Menu. 

Components of the previously input time tag and state vector are initially displayed 

in the STATE VECTOR UPDATE form. Prelaunch, a predicted nominal post-OMS-2 state 
vector is loaded into the SPoC. , 

Components of the current state vector are provided by the GPCs using the GNC SPEC 0 
GPC Memory display. SPEC 0 item entries are listed in the Reference Data Book Flight 

Supplement. Remember, values displayed om the CRT are continuously updated. After 

the six state vector components have been requested and displayed, press SPEC to 

{f™ freeze the display. The time tag, along with position and velocity components, can 

now be entered into the SPoeC STATE VECTOR UPDATE form. Note: The GPC time tag 

displayed with the state vector may have up to a 1.8 second delta from the state 

vector’s true time tag. This is due to differing update rates for these quantities 

on the GPC Memory display. 
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When settings in the form reflect the frozen SPEC 0, press CODE-RETURN. The ‘ 

inclination, HA, and HP are displayed (FIGURE 8.2). -° This serves as a data check for -—~ 

state vector inputs. If values displayed are reasonable, press CODE-RETURN and the 

Main Menu will be displayed. 

  

   

        
     

       
       

  

  

        
     

    

  

        

     
     

  

  

  

     

MET 00-01 Go 44) 

om 

Day <NET> 0 
HOUR  <MET> a 
MINUTE ¢MET> Se 
SECOND ¢MET> Q 
% POSITION (NM 23 61635400 
Y POSITION <NM? 316291980700 
2 POSITION (NM) =1713 37930800 
N VELOCITY CNM“SEC)  _-3.94707100 
Y VELOCITY CNM’SEC)  9.93619780 
2 VELOCITY C(HM’SEC) 9 .91351400 

25.445 DEGREES 
GPPROM. ORBIT : HA#158; HP=153 

PRESS CODE-RETURN IF NUMBERS @RE REASONABLE | | 
IF NOT, PRESS CODE-ESC - 

FIGURE 8.2 

If values are not reasonable, press CODE-ESC and the STATE VECTOR UPDATE form will be 

reinitialized. Correct any erroneous state vector Settings and press CODE-RETURN. 

Again the inclination, HA, and HP will be displayed. If the values displayed are 

reasonable, press CODE-RETURN. Otherwise, press CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. 

Acceptable inputs for STATE VECTOR UPDATE time tag: 

DAY (MET) - 0 through 19 
HOUR (MET) - 0 through 23 
MINUTE (MET) - 0 through 59 

SECOND (MET) - 0 through 59 

Possible error messages: 

1) ERROR: DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, AND SECOND . ~ 

PARAMETERS INPUT INCORRECTLY a 

Problem: Settings for the MET items listed in the error message are not 

within acceptable limits. 

Solution: Press CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. — 

The symbols "*-" will appear next to out-of-range settings. 8 

Re-enter data for settings that are not within acceptable limits. 
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Possible caution messages: 

fe 1) CAUTION: VECTOR MORE THAN 2 DAYS OLD 

Problem: The SPoC GMT and the current SPoC state vector time tag are 

incompatible. The time tag is more than two days old 

based on the current SPoC MET. 

Solution: If the state vector time tag settings are incorrect, press 

CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. Correct erroneous data. 

If the state vector time tag settings are correct, press 

CODE-RETURN. GMT settings can be updated in the GMT UPDATE 
form. 

2) VECTOR IS IN THE FUTURE 

Problem: The SPoC GMT and the current SPoC state vector time tag are 

incompatible. The time tag is in the future based on 

the current SPoC MET. . * 

Solution: If the state vector time tag settings are incorrect, press 

CODE-ESC to reinitialize the form. Correct erroneous data. 

If the state vector time tag settings are correct, press. 

CODE-RETURN. GMT settings can be updated in the GMT UPDATE 

form. 
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SECTION 9.0 
SPoC MAIN MENU 

  

       
         

  

  

      

     -S SA 
-T SET GMT 

COOE-0 OEORBIT 
CODE-C CGMANAGER 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT PROGRAM ere 
PRESS CODE-RETURH TO EXECUTE FROGRAM Bile : 

     
    

       
FIGURE 9.1 

The Main Menu allows users to invoke SPoC applications. After the SPoC 
initialization sequence has been completed, the SPoC Main Menu will be displayed. 
This menu will also be displayed upon exiting any SPoC application. 

Once the user has executed a menu option to select an application, status messages 
will appear at the bottom of the screen. These messages provide status on files 
being loaded or any processing in progress. 

Possible error messages: 

1) STATE VECTOR TIME IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH GMT 

Problem: SPoC current MET and the SPoC state vector MET time tag are 
incompatible. The time tag for the current SPoC state vector is 
either in the future, or two days older than the current SPoC MET. 

Solution: 

A) Press any key and return to the SPoC Main Menu. 

B) If the displayed MET is correct, select STATE VECTOR UPDATE from 
the SPoC Main Menu. Otherwise, proceed to Step D. 

C) Verify that state vector time tag settings are correct. 
1) If time tag settings are incorrect, correct erroneous settings, 
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press CODE-RETURN, and return to the SPoC Main Menu. 

2) If time tag settings aré correct,, press CODE-ESC to return 

to the SPoG Main Menu without changing form settings. 

3) Proceed to Step F. 

D) Select SET GMT from the Main Menu. 

E) Verify that GMT settings are correct. 

1) If GMT settings are incorrect, correct erroneous settings and 

return to the SPcC Main Menu. 

2) If GMT settings are correct, press CODE-ESC to return to 

the SPoC Main Menu. 

F) Make selection from the Main Menu. 

2) The user needs to install the EPROM labeled : 

SPoC 

CGManager 
Version X.X.X 

Problem: The EPROM loaded with CGMANAGER has not been installed. 

Solution: Install a CGMANAGER EPROM (see Section 2.4). 

NOTE: "X.X.X" represents a version number such as "3.1.0". 
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co _ SECTION 10.0. - 
: WORLD MAP 

  

      

               

      

LUUE- Ci LUM 5 CATIUN NETHURK 
COOE-I SELECT INDIVIDUAL COMMUNICATION SITES 

        

        

        
      
    

CODE-P ADD COMMUNICATION SITE 
CODE-x —_ DELETE COMMUNICATION SITES 
CODE-CTRL-P ADD EARTH OBSERVATION SITE 
CODE-CTRL-X DELETE EARTH OBSERVATION SITES 
CODE~S SAVE CHANGES PROCEED TO DAYMAP     CODE-ESC NO CHANGES PROCEED TO DAYMAP 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT OPTION 
PRESS COUE-RETURPN TO EXECUTE OPTION 

COMMUNICATION AND OBSERVATION SITE MANAGER 

    

FIGURE 10.1 SITE MANAGER Main Menu 

The first time WORLD MAP is selected from the SPoC Main Menu, the SITE MANAGER Main 

Menu (FIGURE 10.1) will be displayed. SITE MANAGER is a WORLD MAP function which 

will be detailed in Section 10.4. For now, execute the first menu item INVOKE 
DEFAULT COMMUNICATION SITES and proceed to the WORLD MAP display. 

fr 
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Itat 13,45 Lon 136.16 Foo]. 

FIGURE 10.2 WORLD MAP Display LC 

WORLD MAP serves as a crew aid which provides a situation display (FIGURE 10.2), 

various timers, and tables. The situation display includes a map with a longitude 

range from 180° West to 180° East, and a typical latitude range from 65° North to 

45° South. A map with any valid latitude range can be provided by the SPoC Team upon 

request. : 
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PLUUE -E Harth Ubservation/Communication site MNanaaer 
UUE-F ove Forward Une Ear Ubs Site 

CODE-CTRL-F Toggle Gm Or Off Large F-Stop 
CODE-G Sun Glint Angle And Azimuth 
COOE=-L Select “ Freeze - Unfreeze Latitude 

And Longitude And F/Stop 
CODE-N Display Next Ascending Node 
COOE-CTRL-N Display Previous Ascendina Node 
COQE-P Display PSAT Table 
CODE-R Return To First Available Earth Obs 

ite 
CODE-s Toggle Between Space Craft Sunrise, 

Sunset And Sunnoon ¢ 
CODE-T Toggle On Or OFF Earth Obs Tone 
CODE-ESC Return To Worldmap 
  

Press Return To Select Option oo 
Press Code Raturn To Execute Cetion Bm 

  

FIGURE 10.3 WORLD MAP Help Menu 

10.1 World Map Help Menu 

The WORLD MAP Help Menu (FIGURE 10.3) may be invoked by pressing CODE-? with the 
WORLD MAP display active. This menu provides the CODE-Ckey] combinations associated 
with each WORLD MAP function. WORLD MAP functions may be invoked from the Help Menu, 
or may be invoked from the WORLD MAP display directly with the proper CODE-Ckey] 
input. To return to the WORLD MAP Display, press CODE-ESC. 
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FIGURE 10.4 

10.2 World Map Display 

The contents of the WORLD MAP Display are number coded in FIGURE 10.4. Each item is 

described in detail below. 

10.2.1 Current MET (Item 1) 

DD/HH:MM:SS fields will update approximately every second and are displayed 

continuously. These are calculated based on the current GMT and the GMT of launch. 

10.2.2 AOS/LOS of TORS Coverage (Item 2) 

The ID and countdown time to AOS or LOS of TDRS coverage is displayed in this window, — 

If multiple satellites have overlapping coverage, the AQS countdown time to the first 

TDRS will be displayed. After AOS of the first TDRS, the ID and LOS of the last TORS” 
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with overlapping coverage is’ displayed. STAND BY will be displayed in this window 

until AOS/LOS times have been calculated. ° 

10.2.3 AOQS/LOS of Ground Communication Site (Item 3) 

This window displays the ID, radio frequency band(s), and countdown time to AOS or 
LOS of a ground communication site. AOS and LOS are defined as an elevation of the 
Orbiter, viewed from the ground site, of 0.0 degrees. Neither terrain masking nor 

atmospheric refraction are considered in this calculation. If sites have overlapping 

coverage, the AOS countdown time of the first site will be displayed. After AOS of 

the first site, the ID and LOS of the last site in this overlapping coverage is 

displayed. The the radio frequency band(s) displayed will be that of the currently 

acquisitioned site(sl. STAND BY will be displayed in this window until AOS/LOS times 

have been calculated. 

10.2.4 Spacecraft Sunrise, Noon, Sunset (Item 4) 

The countdown time to spacecraft sunrise (SR), moon (SN), or sunset (SS) is displayed 

in this window. If the time to spacecraft sunrise/sunset or noon is greater than 100 
minutes, the timer will countdown from 99:59 to 99:00 tHen cycle until 99:59 is the 
correct time. Shuttle sunrise and sunset are defined with respect to the upper limb 
of the sun with a fixed bias to offset the effects of refraction. Press CODE-S to 
toggle between spacecraft sunrise/sunset and noon. Spacecraft sunrise, noon, and 

sunset functions share this window on a mutually exclusive basis. 

10.2.5 TORS Coverage (Item 5) 

Limits of TDRS coverage are displayed assuming average nominal orbital altitude for a 
flight. 

10.2.6 Earth Day/Night (Item 6) 

The sunlight terminator separates day/night regions on earth’s surface and is updated 
in real time. The region in daylight is displayed with inverse video. 

10.2.7 Earth Observation Area (Item 7) 

The flashing rectangle highlights an earth observation site. The area approximates 
extent of the site to be observed. A site is acquired when any part viewed from the 
Orbiter is within 40° of the current nadir. The next available site will initially 
be displayed. Press CODE-F to move forward one available site at a time until the 
last predicted ground track point is encountered. To return to the next available 
site, press CODE-R. The displayed site is shown until acquired, then the next site 
is highlighted with a flashing rectangle. 

10.2.8 Ground Communication Sites (Item 8) 

Limits of selected ground communication sites, with terrain masking, are displayed 
assuming average nominal orbital altitude for a flight. 
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10.2.9 Shuttle Bug (Item 9) 

‘ . oo i 

The nose of the flashing Shuttle Bug indicates current position of the Orbiter. oN 

Every thirty seconds, the Shuttle Bug’s position is updated to the next predicted 

ground track point. 

10.2.10 Enlarged F-Stop Display (Item 10) 

For ease of viewing, the current camera F-Stop is enlarged and displayed. This is 

the same camera F-Stop value described in Item 15. The enlarged F-Stop display may 

be toggled ON or OFF by pressing CODE-CTRL-F. For high inclination orbits, position 

of the enlarged F-Stop display will vary slightly. This is done to avoid display 

conflicts with predicted ground tracks and the Shuttle Bug. 

10.2.11 Current and Two Predicted Ground Tracks (Item 11) 

Predicted ground tracks are updated when the Shuttle Bug reaches the predicted ground 

track point 5400 seconds (90 minutes) from the first. The Shuttle Bug then occupies 

the first ground track point in a series extending 4.5 hours into the future. 

Adjacent ground track points are separated in time by 30 seconds. 

10.2.12 Tone Indicator (Item 12) 

ON indicates a tone will be generated when the currently displayed earth abservation 

site countdown timer reaches two minutes. OFF indicates no tone will be generated. 

The default setting is ON. The tone indicator may be toggled ON and QFF by pressing 

CODE-T. 

10.2.13 Latitude, Longitude, and Current F-Stop (Item 13) 

The Orbiter’s current latitude, longitude, and the camera F-Stop required for an 

average albedo target at the current spacecraft nadir are updated once every 30 

seconds. CODE-L immediately updates this display and toggles it from dynamic to 

frozen. While frozen, the display will flash approximately once/second. This display 

window is shared, on a mutually exclusive basis, with items 14, 17, and 18. 

10.2.14 Ascending Node Time (Item 14) 

This window displays elapsed time since previous ascending node or countdown to the 

next ascending node. The display is controlled in conjunction with items 14 and 17. 

10.2.15 Earth Observation Site (Item 15) 

The site ID is displayed along with the countdown time to acquisition of the 

displayed earth observation site. The program searches for acquisition only. Once 

acquisition is achieved, the program will search for acquisition of the next —_ 

available site. If no earth observation site has been found within the predicted 

ground tracks, 4x8" XX:XX will be displayed. The F-Stop for this site is also 

displayed. This F-Stop is based on a predetermined albedo for the current site, 4 

set film and shutter speed, and the computed sun angle. Since F-Stop values are 

computed in discrete 1/2 F-Stop steps, a difference of 1/2 F-Stop between the SFoC 

value and a premission value is not unusual. 
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SPoC observation site F-Stops are computed for acquisition, but the premission 

albedos consider an average across the entire site: For sites with significant 
physical size, this can result in F-Stop differences of as much as 1 and 1/2 to 2 
full F-Stops in extreme cases. 

10.2.16 Longitude, MET, and Countdown Timer For Next Ascending Node (Item 16) 

A keyboard input of CODE-N will display the longitude and MET of the next ascending 
node in the bottom center window, replacing any data previously displayed there. 
Also the countdown time for this node will be displayed in the Ascending Node Time 

‘window (Item 14). This function shares the battom middle window, on a mutually 

exclusive basis, with Items 13, 17, and 18. 

10.2.17 Longitude, MET, and Time Since Previous Ascending Node (Item 17) 

A keyboard input of CODE-CTRL-N will display the longitude and MET of the previous 
ascending node in the bottom center window, replacing any data previously displayed 
there. Elapsed time since the previous ascending node will also be displayed in the 
Ascending Node Time window (Item 14). This function shares the bottom middle window, 
on a mutually exclusive basis, with Items 13, 14, and 18. 

10.2.18 Sun Glint Angle and Azimuth (Item 18) 

A keyboard input of CODE-G will display the sun glintpoint angle-of-reflection and 
azimuth relative to the Orbiter. These data are displayed in the bottom center 
window, replacing any data previously displayed there. GLINT ANGL is the 
angle-of-reflection of the sun’s image off the Earth’s surface. AZ is the angle 
measured from the vehicle true heading in the Orbiter local horizontal plane to the 
Qlintpoint azimuth and accumulated in the direction “east of north". In other words, 
the difference "true azimuth of the sun glintpoint minus current Orbiter true 
heading” is AZ. Sun glint data are displayed only if the GLINT ANGL is between 
9.999 and 80.219, Otherwise, Xs are displayed in place of the data. This function 
shares the bottom middle window, on a mutually exclusive basis, with Items 13, 14, 
and 17. 

10.2.19 Sun Glintpoint Area (Item 16a) 

A CODE-G keyboard input will also graphically display the sun glintpoint relative to 
the Shuttle by flashing a small square on the WORLD MAP. 
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10.3 PSAT 

  

     MET G0,/Gi: 64:43 

SITE BAND TYPE ADS Los DURATION 

a 8 Sie eee 9 SSE 1 eg ie 
TUE OK TORSS GHGS: BLli sa WB’OS'SS: 
TOE kK TORSS 80/04:36:58  XX7XA:X! 

  

  

     
    

    

  

  

        
           

VAN S&S STON 88-0127 '89 BO-O1:34:58 9 Or:5e 

UTS SU RTS 90/01:27:03 B8701:34:57 87:54 

GOx SU STON 80/01:27:51 @0-01:35:44 9 87:53 

MLX SU STON 96°61:35:31 00/01:44:21 93:50 

MIL SU STON G8-81:35:31 68701:44:21 93:56 

BOR SU STON © @8/81:39:29 89/01:46:54 98725 

DKR 5§$ STON @0/01:52:52 @0/781:58:27 @5:35 

ACN SU STON 9@/01:55:96 08°02:93:38.- 83:32 

+ YAR U STON  88°02:27:24 BALRS:34:37 a7 :13 

PRESS UP/DOWN ARROWS TO SCROLL GROUND SITES | 
PRESS SHIFT-UP“DOWN ARROWS TO SCROLL TORSS 

“PRESS CODE-ESC TO RETURN TO DAYMGP 

           
     

  

  

    

  

  

     
    

FIGURE 10.5 PSAT Display 

A Predicted Site Acquisition Table (PSAT) is available for the current and two 

predicted ground tracks. Press CODE-P to call up the PSAT Display (FIGURE 10.5). 

There are two windows for this display. The upper window displays TDRS data, while 

the lower window displays ground site data. Each window has a light bar which serves 

as an aid for reading data across a row. Press UPARROW and DOWNARROW to control 

Light bar movement in the lower window. Press SHIFT-UPARROW and SHIFT-DOWNARROW to 

control light bar movement in the upper window. 

1¢ there are more lines of data than can be displayed in a PSAT window at one time, 

only sites with LOS in the future will be visible when the display appears. Users 

may scroll up or down to view data not currently in the window. Small up/down arrows 

indicate if more data are available. Users may scroll in the direction of the arrows 

to view the additional data. When the bottom or top of the table is reached, the 

appropriate arrow will vanish. PSAT features are labeled in FIGURE 10.6. 
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TYPE AGS LOS DURATION 
  

        

  

  

  

         

BB 2 ee eee Ee SES GHT ear 
TDE K TORES BO¢93:°H1:°33 BH-US: 53: Su o1:97 
TDE K TORSS 80704:36:58 KA/KK: KK KX KH KK CATA NOT 

OT eee AVATLABLE 

MORE DATA : 
ARROW 

c~ ee 3 —-LIGHT BAR 
SYS eee 00 915 end 00 Ses Weak Uo SEN Pd) Ocoee oS 

Los aft UAN SS STON BY HMireriws wy-b1: 34:56 W735 
INDICATORS PCH UTS) SU RTS 06/01:27:03 OO781:34:57  a7:54 

GDX SU STON 08/091:27:51 @0781:35:44 67:53 
MLX SU STON 98°91:35:31 @8/01:44:21 98:58 
MIL SU STON O8°81:35:31 GB-G1:44:21 a8:55 
BOA SU STON O8/01:39:29 90/01:46:54 97:25       DER S$ STON @8/@1:52:52 68/01:58:27 85:35 

MGRE DATA RON SI STON  @8761:55:06 96/82:83:38 98:32 
ARROW?) OYAR OU STON 88/°82:27:24 60/02:34:37 Pils 
    
  

PRESS UP/DOWN ARROWS TO SCROLL GROUND SITES Im 
PRESS SHIFT-UP-DOWN ARROWS TO SCROLL TORSS 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO RETURN TO DAYMAP 

  

FIGURE 10.6 

fw More Data Arrows: Indicate that more data are available above or 

below those currently visible. 

LOS Indicators: Indicate the site has an LOS in the past. 

Light Bar: Visual aid in reading across a row. May be moved with the 

arrow keys as discribed above. 

XX/XX2XX2 XX XX:XX: Indicates the data are not currently available. 

To return to the WORLD MAP Display, press CODE-ESC 
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10.4 SITE MANAGER 

  

    

         

  

     

   

  

      
     

  

         
   

    

   

      
        
    

    

. aN 

SITE MANAGER allows users tos. ° yo 

1) Turn communication sites ON or OFF. 

2) Add/edit communications site data. 

3) Delete user input communications sites. 

4) Add/edit earth observation site data. 

5) Delete user input earth observation sites. 

oo™ 

(MET Gets): 13 33: 

De ul LALLUN > > 

, S tb ui 41 CRT LU + WS 

coopE-1 SELECT INDIVIQUAL COMMUNICATION SITES 

CODE-P ADD COMMUNICATION SITE 

COOE-* DELETE COMMUNICATION SITES 

CODE-CTRL-P ADD EARTH OBSERVATION SITE . 

CODE-CTRL-xX DELETE EARTH OBSERVATION SITES Ne 

CODE-s SAVE CHANGES PROCEED TO DATMAP wo™ 

CODE-ESC NO CHANGES PROCEED TO DAY MAr 
  

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT OPTION 
PRESS CODE-PETURN TO EXECUTE OPTION cane 

COMMUNICATION ANG OBSERVATION SITE MANAGER sim 

FIGURE 10.7 SITE MANAGER Main Menu 

On the first call to WORLD MAP from the SPoC Main Menu, the SITE MANAGER Main Menu 

(FIGURE 10.7) will be displayed. During subsequent calls to WORLD MAP, control will 

pass directly to the WORLD MAP Display. SITE MANAGER may also be invoked fram the 

WORLD MAP Help Menu or by pressing CODE-E from the WORLD MAP Display. 

The SITE MANAGER Main Menu is displayed on the first call to WORLD MAP as a reminder 

that the previous user may have reconfigured communication or earth observation 

sites. This allows users easy access to verify configuration of the sites. 

If a communication site is ON, the site will be included in AQS/LOS searches. If it 

is OFF, the site will not be included in AQS/LOS searches. The AQS/LOS search drive 

the WORLD MAP AOS/LOS countdown windows and PSAT Display. SPoC premission site data 

cannot be altered or deleted by users. Only user input site data may be altered or 

deleted by users. 
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10.4.1 SITE MANAGER Exit Options 

“” 

Three options. on the SITE MANAGER Main Menu will exit SITE MANAGER and proceed to 
the WORLD MAP program. 

10.4.1.1 CODE-D INVOKE DEFAULT COMMUNICATION SITES 

The communication site list will revert to the premission default configuration. Any 

user input sites marked for deletion will be deleted. All other sites, including 

user input sites, will be turned OFF. SITE MANAGER is exited and the WORLD MAP 
Display appears. 

10.4.1.2 CODE-S SAVE CHANGES PROCEED TO DAYMAP 

Any changes made during this SITE MANAGER session will be saved. User input sites 

marked for deletion will be deleted. SITE MANAGER is exited and the WORLD MAP 

Display appears. 

10.4.1.3 CODE-ESC NO CHANGES PROCEED TO DAYMAP ¥ 

Any changes made during this SITE MANAGER session will be ignored. SITE MANAGER is 

exited and the WORLD MAP Display appears. NOTE: If changes were made, users will be 

warned with the following message: 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO EXIT SITE MANAGER WITHOUT SAVING CHANGES 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO RETURN TO SITE MANAGER 

This prevents users from inadvertently losing any changes that may have been made 

during this SITE MANAGER session. 
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10.4.2 SITE MANAGER Functions 

10.4.2.1 CODE-N SELECT COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

  

(NET _on-O1: 05:05] 

    

       
    
    
    
    

Servo 

  

   

   
ALL STON SITES [FF ——e_ 

ALL RTS SITES UFF 
ALL INPUT SITES OFF 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT STATUS e 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE fe 
FRESS CODE-EStC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATICN i 

    
FIGURE 10.8 Network Form 

This option displays the Network form (FIGURE 10.8) which allows users to configure 

entire communication networks ON or OFF. If ON is selected, all communications sites 

in that network will be turned ON. Otherwise, all sites for that network will be 

turned OFF. 
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MET 00.°61 05:47] 
  

    

  

  

= EE 

GQ] oFrF 

TOE K TORSS Off CH ee 
TDW K TORSS UN 
TOX K TDRSS OFF 
ACN SU STUN DEF ON 
AGO SU STDN DEF ON 
BDA SU STDN OEF ON 
CAN SU STON DEF ON 
OFR U STON OFF 
OKR S STDN DEF ON 
GDX SU STON  OEF ON 
GWM SU STDN DEF ON 
HAW SU STDN DEF ON 
MAX SU STON DEF ON 
MIL SU STDN DEF ON 
MLX SU STON DEF ON 
POL SU STON OFF : 
SPR SU STDN OFF 

SU STDN OFF   
  

+ STL 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT SITE 
tes LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT STON 

  

  

This option displays the Communication Site Selection form (FIGURE 10.9). 

configure each communication site ON or OFF. 

indicated by DEF (default) in the fourth column from the left. 
site type in alphabetical order. 

followed by STDN and Remote Tracking Station (RTS) sites. 

FIGURE 10.9 Communication Site Selection Form 

TDRS satellites are at the top of the form, 

have been added, they will appear at the bottom of the form. 
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10.4.2.3 CODE-P ADD COMMUNICATION SITE 

This option allows users to add or edit user input site data. Site data loaded “oN 

premission can not be altered by users. Only user input site data may be altered. 

  

  

ul
 

MET 96-1: 86: 

vo, 

   

  

   

  

   

    

   

  

NTER THREE: ALPHA: CHARACTERS. 

SITE NAME dt 
GROUND SITE OR TDRSS GROUND SITE 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM = 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT GROUND SITE _OR TORSS 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE F 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

COMMUNICATION SITES 

    
     

  

    
    
    

  

FIGURE 10.10 Site ID Form 

The Site ID form (FIGURE 10.10) appears after CODE-P is pressed. A site name 

composed of three alpha characters is the first item to be entered on this form. In 

the following examples, ABC will be used as the site name. The characters entered 

may be either upper or lower case. 
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GROUNG--SLTE Bigalces 

SITE NAME ABC 
GROUND SITE OR TORSS [ERWORO SITE 

IMPROPER COMMUNICATION SITE ID ¢ REENTER ID > 
PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANOGH THIS OPERATICIN 

      
             

  

    
    

FIGURE 10.11 Site ID Form 

The second Site ID form item (see FIGURE 10.11) allows users to select whether inputs 
pertain to a ground site or TDRS. 

Acceptable inputs for the Site ID form: 
Site Name : Exactly three alphabetic characters. 

Possible error messages: 
1) IMPROPER COMMUNICATION SITE ID (REENTER ID) 

Problem: Three alphabetic characters were not entered for the site ID. 

Solution: Enter three alphabetic characters. 

2) DUPLICATE SITE ID 
IMPROPER COMMUNICATION SITE ID (REENTER ID) 

Problem: The site ID entered was used for a premission site. 

Solution: Use a different site ID for the input site. 
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10.4.2.3.1 Adding a Ground Communications Site 

If GROUND SITE was selected fram. the Site ‘ID form, the Site Data form will appear as ~~ 

shown in FIGURE 10.12. At the top of the form, ENTERING ABC DATA is displayed. Alsc 

notice that the latitude and longitude settings are blank. Enter the latitude and 

longitude (in decimal degrees). 

  

MET 88-1: 11:46) 

   BGs S 0s rege ale 

LATITUDE ¢-39 TO 99 IN DEC. DEG.> } { 

LONGITUDE ¢-129 TO 368 IN DEC. DEG. > 

FREQUENCY BAND S-BAND 

a PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM f 

USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS COUE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 
COMMUNICATION SITES 

   

        

     

  

      
  

  

FIGURE 10.12 
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Select the correct frequency band for this input site (FIGURE 10.12a) with the 
. LEFTARROW and RIGHTARROW keys. 

rn 

  MET agai Se:53) 

   
     
     

    

   

Eee UHF S-BAND AND UHF 

LATITUDE <¢-93 TO 96 IN DEC. DEG.> 27.5 
LONGITUDE ¢-180 TO 360 IN DEC. DEG.> -94.4. 
FREGUENCY BAND StH 

FRESS RETURH TO SELECT ITEM 2 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN OQATA AND CONTINUE 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

EOMMUNTCATION SITES 

        

  

   
      
      
    
      

  

ma FIGURE 10.12a fo 
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10.4.2.3.2 Adding a TDRS 

1¢ TDRSS was selected from the Site ID form, the Site Data form will appear as shown 

in FIGURE 10.13. At the top of the form, ENTERING ABC DATA is displayed. Notice 

that the longitude setting is blank. Enter the longitude (in decimal degrees). 

‘ 

  
aemmevensnane 

1:5 
   

eT cen 2 

        

POS 8 Uy heal an 

LONGITUDE ¢-1238 TO 369 IN DEC. DEG. > 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATIO _ 
COMMUNICATION SITES : 

  

    

  
    
       

FIGURE 10.15 
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10.4.2.3.3 Editing User Input Ground Site Data 

If a site has previously been input and GROUND SITE was selected from the Site ID 
form, the Site Data form will appear as shown in FIGURE 10.14. At the top of the 
form, EDITING ABC DATA is displayed. The form will display site data for editing. 

  

  

MET G8-he:51: 36 

re 

  

    
a8 res ee 

LATITUDE ¢-30 TO 96 IN DEC. DEG.) Ze. i, 
LONGITUDE ¢-iS0 TO 260 IN DEC. DEG.> -Sy. uy 
FREQUENCY BAND S-BAND 

FRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT FREQUENCY BAND 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 

COMMUNICATION SITES 

    

  

    

    

       
    
        
    
    

FIGURE 10.14 
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10.4.2.3.4 Editing User Input TDRS Data 
LN 

If a TDRS has previously been input and TDRSS was selected from the Site ID form, the~~’ 

Site Data form will appear as shown in FIGURE 10.15. At the top of the form, EDITING 

ABC DATA is displayed. The TDRS longitude may then be updated. 

  

(RET cts oa: 46     

  

       

  

DITING-ABC: DATA- 

LONGITUDE ¢-188 TO 36@ IN DEC. OEG. > (5e OH, | 

  

            
PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE ee 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 
COMMUNICATION SITES 

  

    
     

FIGURE 10.15 

Acceptable inputs for the Site Data forms: 

Latitude: -90 through +90 (ground sites only) 

Longitude: -180 through +360 

Possible error messages: 

1) IMPROPER LONGITUDE ( REENTER LONGITUDE ) 
IMPROPER LATITUDE ( REENTER LATITUDE ) 

Problem: The inputs are out of range. 

Solution: Correct erroneous inputs. 
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- , 10.4.2.4 CODE-X DELETE COMMUNICATION SITES 

fi Only user input communication sites may be deleted. “To mark one or more sites for 

' deletion, select CODE-x DELETE COMMUNICATION SITES from the SITE MANAGER Main Menu. 

If there are currently any user input sites, the Communication Site Deletion form 

(FIGURE 10.16) will appear. If there are currently no user input sites, this message 

will be displayed: 

THERE ARE NO "INPUT" SITES TO DELETE 
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 

f~ COMMUNICATION SITES 

  MET 8/92 : 87: Hal 

  
    

  

   

  oo PEERING “OELETE THIS SITE 

ABD INPUT Tb aTSs 
ABF INPUT KEEP THIS SITE 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT SITE 7 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT STATUS 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN OATA AND CONTINUE § 
PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION we 

  

   

    
    
        

       

  

FIGURE-10.16 Communication Site Deletion Form 

Note that sites marked for deletion on this form will only be purged from bubble 
memory when CODE-D or CODE-S is selected from the SITE MANAGER Main Menu. Users may 
return to the Communication Site Deletion form and mark or unmark sites for deletion 
on multiple occasions before they are purged. 
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User input sites marked for deletion will be accompanied by an asterisk when 

displayed in the Site Selection form (FIGURE 10.17). © 

  

      

  

  

      

  

a 

FRESS RETURN TO SELECT SITE 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT STATUS 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABAHOON THIS OPERATIGN 

"*" THMOICATES THE INPUT SITE WILL BE DELETED WPON RETURN TO OAyMAr 

FIGURE 10.17 Site Selection Form 
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+ POL SU STDN 

SPR SU STDN UFF 
STL SU STON OFF 
VAN S STBN DEF ON 
VOT S STON OFF 
YAR U STON DEF ON 

GOS SU RTS OFF 
GTS SU RTS DEF OH 
HTS SU RTS OFF 
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NHS SU RTS DEF ON 
oTs su RTS OFF 
TTS SU RTS OFF 
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10.4.2.5 CODE-CTRL-P ADD EARTH OBSERVATION SITE 

This option allows users to add or edit a user input earth observation site. All 
user input earth observation sites are point sites. A point site is one point on the 
earth’s surface defined by its latitude and longitude. Sites that are loaded 

premission cannot be altered by users. Only user input site data may be altered. 

To add or edit earth observation site data, select CODE-CTRL-P ADD EARTH 
OBSERVATION SITE from the SITE MANAGER Main Menu. The Observation Site ID form will 
be displayed (FIGURE 10.18). For the following examples, T104B will be used as the 
site name. 

  

  

  

  

  
        PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE § 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 
OBSERVATION SITES 

FIGURE 10.18 Observation Site ID Form 

After pressing CODE-RETURN in the Observation Site ID form, the Observation Site Data 
form will appear. The format of the Gbservation Site Data form will vary based on 
the inputs into the Observation Site ID form. See FIGURES 10.19 and 10.20. 

Acceptable inputs for the Observation Site ID form: 
Site Name : Maximum of five alpha-numeric characters. 

Possible error messages: 
1) IMPROPER EARTH OBSERVATION SITE ID (REENTER ID) 

Problem: Improper site name was entered. 

Solution: Reenter site name. 
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DUPLICATE SITE NAME 

IMPROPER EARTH OBSERVATION SITE ID (REENTER ID) 
2) 

Problem: The site name entered was used for a premission site. 

Solution: Use a different site name for the input site. 
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10.4.2.5.1 Adding An Earth Observation Site 

  

  

  

  

  

      HTERING. Ti@4B° DATA 

LATITUDE <-98 TO 98 IN DEC. OEG.> [7] 
LONGITUDE ¢-188 TO 368 IN DEC. DEG. > * 
ALBEDO <6 TO 18>) 

a PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM 
PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANOON THIS OPERATION 
OBSERVATION SITES 

  

       

  

  

  

     
     

    

    

FIGURE 10.19 Observation Site Data Form 

If this is a new site to be added, ENTERING T104B DATA is displayed at the top of the 
Observation Site Data form (FIGURE 10.19), indicating that data for the new site 
T104B are being entered. Since this is a new site, the form settings are blank. 
Enter the setting for each item. 
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10.4.2.5.2 Editing User Input Earth Observation Site Data 

  ON 

[Mel oG-03:a0:51J .. 
oo! 

   M EDITING T1048 DATA 
LATITUDE <-98 TO 98 IN DEC. DEG.> -38 

LONGITUDE (-1288 TO 360 IN DEC. DEG.» 175 

ALBEDO <6 TO 18) A 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT ITEM a 
PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE ( 

PRESS CODE-ESC TO ABANDON THIS OPERATION 
OBSERVATION SITES 

      

        

    

        

   
    
    
    

FIGURE 10.20 

If the site name entered into the Site ID form has previously been added, the o™~ 

Observation Site Data form (FIGURE 10.20) will be displayed with EDITING T104B DATA 

at the top of the form. The data for this site will be displayed in the form. Edit 

the necessary settings. 

Acceptable inputs for the Site Data form: 

Latitude: -90 through +90 

Longitude: -180 through +560 

Albedo: _6 through 18 

Possible error messages: 

1) IMPROPER LONGITUDE ( REENTER LONGITUDE ) 

IMPROPER LATITUDE ( REENTER LATITUDE ) 

IMPROPER ALBEDO (REENTER ALBEDO) 

Problem: The inputs are out of range. 

Solution: Correct erroneous inputs. 

AN 
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10.4.2.6 CODE-CTRL~-X DELETE EARTH OBSERVATION SITES 

f~~ Only user input earth observation sites may be deleted. To mark one or more sites 
for deletion select CODE-CTRL~x DELETE EARTH OBSERVATION SITES from the SITE 
MANAGER Main Menu. If there are currently any user input sites, the Observation 
Site Deletion form (FIGURE 10.21) will appear. If there are currently no user input 
sites, this message will be displayed: 

THERE ARE NO "INPUT" SITES TO DELETE 

_ PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
OBSERVATION SITES 

  MET G67 G3: 61 : Gn] 

     aster ar Gi-g CELETE THIS SITE 
1 TE —= 

128 
2345 
19658 

    

  

  

   

      

   

      KEEP THIS SITE 
erunnstemmensrnepnnimmntemmnansebase 

PRESS RETURN TO SELECT SITE 
USE LEFT & RIGHT ARROWS TO SELECT STATUS a 

PRESS CODE-RETURN TO RETAIN DATA AND CONTINUE 
FRESS COOE-ESC TO _ABAHOCN THIS OPERATION 

  
  

    

    
    
    

FIGURE 10.21 Earth Observation Site Deletion Form 

Note that sites marked for deletion on this form will only be purged from bubble 
memory when CODE-D or CODE-S is selected from the SITE MANAGER Main Menu. Users may 
return to the Earth Observation Site Deletion form and mark or unmark sites for 
deletion on multiple occasions before they are purged. 
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, 

SECTION 11.0 
DEORBIT 

11.1 Overview 

DEORBIT calculates landing opportunities and deorbit maneuver targets in a process 
Similar to deorbit targeting by the MCC. SPoC DEORBIT targets are only utilized in 
the event of a total loss of communications with the qround or a time critical 
systems failure during a loss of communication period requiring an emergency deorbit 
before ground assistance can be provided. 

To invoke DEORBIT from the SPoC Main Menu, press CODE-D or move the selection box to 
CODE-D DEORBIT, and press CODE-RETURN. The following message will be displaved: 

Gne Moment Please 

Loading Deorbit 

After DEORBIT is loaded into RAM, a second message will be displayed. 

Retrieving Data... 

After the necessary data have been retrieved, the Initialization form (FIGURE 11.1) 
will be displaved. 
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11.2 Initialization Form 

  

  

     
    

   

  

   
   
   

       
    

  

    
  

Windcnys [é } 
Site Selection select ‘ 
Vehicle Weight “lbs> 241226 
Frimarg-Backup Thruster 2 OMS-1 OMS # 
Propellant Height a 
Pre Bank 8 
Start Day (MET a 
Start Hour (MET) a 
Start Minute ¢MET> 8 
Start Second ¢CMET> a       
  

Type In Initial Canditions 
Press CODE -RETURN To Compute Opportunities     t 4 

FIGURE 11.1 

The Initialization form allows users to input parameters used by DEORBIT to calculate 

landing opportunities and maneuver targets. With this form, users can select search 

window duration for opportunities, landing sites, vehicle weight at Time of Ignition 

(TIG), propulsion system downmoding, propellant weight to be used/wasted, prebank, 

and MET at which to start the opportunities search. 
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« 

Window: Number of hours to search for landing opportunities. This input must 

be an integer. If zero is input, the program searches for the next landing 

opportunity only. 

Site Selection: Users may select all mission specific Emergency Landing Sites 

and Conus Landing Sites. or a subset of these sites. If All is selected. 

DEORBIT will search for landing opportunities associated with all approved 

mission sites. If Select is chosen. the Site Selection form (FIGURE 11.2) 

will be displaved. 

Vehicle Weight: Users may input weight of the vehicle (100000-900000) at 

deorbit TIG. The default vehicle weight setting is calculated by CGMANAGER. 

This weiqht is used in calculation of deorbit maneuver targets. 

Primary/Backup Thruster: Users may select one of three Orbital Maneuvering 

System (OMS) and/or Reaction Control System (RCS) propulsive downmoding 

options: 2 OMS/1 OMS, 1 OMS/RCS, or RCS. For the 2 OMS/1 OMS option, TIG is 

optimized for the instant at which Delta V total would be the same for either 

a 2 OMS or a 1 OMS burn. This is the so-called “crossover point". With either 

1 OMS/RCS or RCS selected. TIG is optimized for an RCS burn. 

Propellant Weight: This item is used to produce a burn out-of-plane 

acceleration component. A user’s input is interpreted as the minimum weight 

of propellant to be burned during the deorbit maneuver. Below are the two 

possible outcomes for this item. 

1) Propellant weight entered is less than or equal that 

required for an inplane burn. The burn will consume 

a propellant weight greater than the amount entered, 

with all of the burn being inplane. 

2) Propellant weight entered is greater than that required 

for an inplane burn. The burn will have both inplane 

and out-of-plane components. with the total propellant 

weight consumed equal to the amount entered. 

The default value is zero, and nominally this is the value used. For 

off—nominal cases, users may enter a non-zero value (20000 lbs maximum). If 

users need to manage Orbiter CG/Weight or minimize crossrange, follow the 

procedure below. 

Complete the Initialization form using the default value for propellant 

weight. Press CODE-RETURN to enter the Landing Opportunities Table (LOT) 

display. Move the light bar to the desired landing opportunity. Press 

CODE-RETURN to calculate maneuver tarqets for the selected opportunity. When 

the Maneuver Target display appears, copy the maneuver target data. Fress 

CODE-S to save the calculated inplane delta V total which will be used by the 

CGMANAGER program. Exit DEORBIT and return to the SPoC Main Menu. Press 

CODE-C to execute CGMANAGER. From CGMANAGER’s Main Menu select CODE-D 

Deorbit CG Results. A araphic representation of the CG envelope will be 
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displayed (see SECTION 12.7). Determine if propellant wasting is necessary. 

If propellant wasting is necessary, execute DEORBIT again. Enter the Deorbit ~~ 

Burn Total weight calculated by CGMANAGER (see FIGURE 12.14) as the 

Propellant Weight in the Initialization form. 

6. Prebank: Desired prebank angle (0 - 90 deg) may be entered. This is the 

prebank used from MMSO4 until closed loop guidance is initiated. As the 

prebank angle increases, the EI flight path angle becomes more shallow. 

7. Start Time: This is the MET after which landing oppertunities are desired for. ~ 

' targeting. Settings are initially driven by current MET when DEORBIT is 

invoked from the SPoC Main Menu. These settings may be changed ifa 

different start time is desired. Unpredictable results will be obtained if 

Start Time is prior to the State Vector time tag (see Section 8). 

Possible Initialization Form Error Messages: 

1) ERROR: Vehicle Weight Parameter Input Incorrectly 

Problem: The input vehicle weight (Item 5) is less than 100000 lbs or greater 

than 500000 lbs. 

Solution: Correct erroneous inputs. 
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11.3 Site Selection Form 

6-Nov-88 

  

  

  

Yes 

OK 
OOH 
EDw 
HAG 
HDS 
HNL 
Gow 
GUA 
JOG 

KIN 
BSc 
RN 
HOR 
Sun 
RIY   

  

No 

AML [Ho 
No 
Ne 
Yes 
Ho 

Ho 
He 
He 
Ho 
No 
No 

‘Yas 
Ha 
Ho 
Ne 

Hea     

Fress CODE-RETURN To Accept Landing Site Selection - > he elimap i eq 

Select Choice Of Landing Sites 
Use Left and Right Arroaw Keys To Select 

FIGURE 11.2 Site Selection Form 

      
     

The Site Selection form allows users to choose landing sites for the landing 
opportunities search. This form will be displayed only if Select is chosen for the 

  

Site Selection item on the Initialization form. With this setting. Site Selection 
will appear the first time CODE-RETURN is pressed on the Initialization Form. A 
second CODE-RETURN ‘or the first if Site Selection is set to ALL) invokes the LOT 
Display (see Section 11.4). Initial Site Selection form configuration sets KSC and 
EDW to Yes, whil 

Yes will be incl 

e other landing sites are set to No. 

uded in the landing opportunities search. 
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11.4 LOT Display . . 

Site TIG HREHG 5 

a 
EDI 8/01: 69: 34 ‘3? N 
Nor B-B1:11:31 441 Ni 
KSC MOL: 15:15 601 H 
EGO 0-B1: 34:25 ro if 
JO GO2 42:14 746 o 
EIL Orme: 31:43 26 M 
EC ar@2: 4:16 “3 N 
HOR 42:41:52 327 H 
EGO AOS: 4:21 a? H 
JOG 8-03: 32:48 467 0 
EIL G-O4 -@1:17 PES H 
EGD 8°04: 35:90 443 N 
HOS G-G4 :S4: 3g 119 D 
KKI 8-7 AS B59 471 0 
HHL. GOS: 37:35 118 N 
HAD O15 50: 22 134 iM     

Flight Rules Cispersed “RNG Limit: rer HOM. 
Use Arrow Keys-CODE-RETURN To Compute Targets 

o . 

  

FIGURE 11.3 LOT Display 

FIGURE 11.3 is an example of a LOT display. Initially, the display will flash the 
message "Please Wait - Computing Opportunities.” Landing opportunities within the 
mission's nominal undispersed crossrange limits are displayed in chronological order. 
Items displayed are landing site identifier, approximate TIG in d/hh:mm:ss MET, 
crossrange to the site in nm, and lighting conditions at landing (D = day, N = 
night). In DEORBIT “day” is defined as the period starting 15 minutes before 
sunrise and ending 15 minutes after sunset. 

The LOT display operates differently than forms or menus. 

1) To move the light bar, use the UPARROW and DOWNARROW keys. 
2) To view the next page of opportunities, move the light bar below the 

bottom opportunity on the current page. 
3) To view the previous page, move the light bar above the top 

opportunity on the current page. 

Pressing CODE-ESC from the LOT display will return the user to the Initialization 
form only if no maneuver targets have been computed. If maneuver targets for any 
landing opportunity were computed, then a CODE~ESC must be followed by a CODE-RETURN 
to return to the Initialization form. Any other key pressed will retain the current 
LOT display and maneuver tarqets. The following message will also appear at the 
bottom of the LOT display when a CODE-RETURN is required to exit. 

CAUTION: All computed targets will be lost 
Press CODE-RETURN to continue to initialization fora 

Press any other key to retain computed targets 
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Possible Error Messages. . . 
. 

1) NO opportunities found 

Problem: No landing opportunities were found corresponding to data entered in 
Initialization and Site Selection forms. 

Solution: Press CODE-ESC and enter new data into Initialization form 
Items i and 7 (see Section 11.2.1). It may also be necessary to 
activate additional landing sites (see Section 11.3). 

  

  

  

  

   

  

Site TIG SPNG $ 

*EIL B/B1:81:42 123 D 
EDW 4781:A9:30 73? H 
NOR O9-Bi:11:31 441 N 

: iy (36 N 
JOG G-82:G2:14 rd0 . D 
EIL B-B2 : 31°43 376 H 

TEDW @/@2:4@:16 7a N 
MOR O°B2:41:52 527 N 
EGQ O°: 44:21 67 N 
JOG B03 :32:48 467 0 
EIL G-O4:G1:17 rss N 
EGO 9-84: 35:69 443 N 
HDS Q-B4 54:35 119 o 
KKI 4-85 88 Bg 471 o 
HNL @-@5: SP: 35 118 N 
Had 8/45 58:22 134 i     

Flight Rules Dispersed “RNG Limit: vcr HUM. 
Use Arrow Keys“CODE-RETURN To Compute Targets ~ “ce > ne .       

FIGURE 11.4 

After landing opportunities have been displayed, DEORBIT will automatically compute 
targets for each landing opportunity in chronological order. An asterisk (*) next to 
a landing site ID (FIGURE 11.4) indicates maneuver targets for the opportunity have 
been computed. Users may also select the order in which targets for landing 
opportunities are computed as follows: 

1) Move the light bar to the desired landing site and press CODE-RETURN. 
2) Repeat Step 1 for each site in the order desired. 

Maneuver tarqets for the selected sites will be computed in the order the sites were 
selected. NOTE: A maximum of nine landing oppertunities can be input to the user 
selection queue at one time. A question mark (?) is displayed next to the identifier 
of a user-selected landing opportunity to indicate maneuver targets are being 
computed for this landing opportunity (FIGURE 11.4). When targets from the selection 
queue have been computed, they will automatically be displayed. 

To display maneuver targets for a landing opportunity. move the liqht bar to a 
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landing opportunity with an asterisk and press CQDE-RETURN. The targets for the site 
will be displayed (FIGURE 11.5). Pressing CODE-ESC will return program control to 
the LOT display unless another set of targets from the selection queue is ready to be 
displayed. In this case, the new set of targets will be displayed and an additional 
CODE-ESC will be required to return to the LOT display. 

11.5 Maneuver Targeting Display 

  

    

Site EIL 
We e24unu0 Lbs 

TIG 41:14:89 
CL 14920 fteserc * 
C2 -68.68 
Ht 65.842 mm 

Theta 67. 628° 
Prop 6 lbs 

REI 4375 mm 
TFF 14:11 

Delta VW tot 271.9 ftvsec 
Tao 2:4? 

HAtst 35.8 mm 
HPtat -34.4 mm 

Prebank gg?       
  

COUE-€ To Save The Cecorbit Celta U of 
Opportunity For Use By CG Manager 

  

   

  

   wr
 Thi 

  

     c 

FIGURE 11.5 Maneuver Targeting Display 

FIGURE 11.5 is an example of a Maneuver Targeting display. If a landing opportunity 
selected from the LOT display exceeds the nominal mission-specific dispersed 
crossrange, an additional message This target exceeds the Flight Rule XRNG limits 
will be displayed at the bottom of the screen, : 

Maneuver Targeting displays PEG4 input data for input to the GPC Deorbit Maneuver 
Execute Display. Also displayed are SPoC predictions of the GPC PEG4 solution. SPoC 
DEORBIT targeting computations are similar to those of the MCC, except C2 (-0,60) and 
Ht (65.832) are invariant for SPoC. 
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Wt, TIG, Ci, C2, Ht, Theta, and Prop are data that will be entered into the Deorbit 

" Maneuver Execute Display. If propellant weight was entered into Item 5 of the 

Initialization form (see Section 11.2.1), Prop will have a sign convention which is 

given by the equation SIGN(Prop) = -SIGN(Peg7_VGO_Y). Positive Prop will indicate a 

negative Y LVLH burn acceleration and negative Prop will indicate a positive Y LVLH 

burn acceleration. Below are Deorbit Maneuver Execute Display item numbers that 

correspond to SPoC Maneuver Targeting display data. 

Item 9 Wt 

Item 10 TIG 

Item 14 Ci 

Item 15 C2 
Item 16 Ht 

Item 17 Theta 

Item 18 Prop 

When SPoC data are loaded into the Deorbit Maneuver Execute Display, an actual REI 

will be computed. It may be different than the REI computed by the SPoC DEORBIT 

program. 
e 

To save displayed Delta V tot for use by CGMANAGER, press CODE-S. To return to the 
LOT display, press CODE-ESC. 
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SECTION 12.0 
CGMANAGER 

12.1 Overview 

The SPoC CGMANAGER program allows the Orbiter’s CG, and weight to be computed onboard 
according to current propellant quantities, cargo status, and non-propellant 
consumable quantities. CGMANAGER also allows users to enter a deorbit change in 
velocity and an optional target CG to obtain mass property information for pertinent 

entry check points. If an optional target CG is entered, the user may be given OMS 
wasting, FRCS dumping, or OMS crossfeeding recommendations. The program will also 
communicate with the SPoC DEORBIT program by passing current Orbiter weight and 
receiving the desired deorbit maneuver change in velocity. CGMANAGER uses the same 
computational method as the MOC Mass Properties Processor. 

Prior to deorbit, there are three updates of interest im CG management: consumables, 
cargo, and constants. The consumables are fuel, water, oxygen, cryogenics, waste 
etc. Cargo includes any deployable or jettisonable items in the payload bay. The 
constants are elements that do not normally change during the mission: inert Orbiter 
weight, trapped propellants, fixed payloads, etc. 

The program utilizes the standard SPoC user interface described in Section 3, 
together with special enhancements documented throughout Section 12. 
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12.2 CGMANAGER Main Menu | ~ 

Upon selecting CGMANAGER from the SPoC Main Menu, messages will appear indicating the 

program is executing and retrieving necessary data from CGMANAGER files. 

Once the initialization is complete, the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1) will be 

displayed. This menu contains six items, each of which will be covered in detail 

later. Attached to the first four items is an MET which indicates the last time 

information was updated and saved to a file. Current mass properties of the Orbiter -~ 

are displayed at the top of the screen. 

  

  

Current Mass Properties : 

Weight : 213666 lbs; « co: 1a97.6 ins; Y cg : ~@.19 ins 

Last Updated at ¢ GD’HH:MM > MET 

   

    

    

   

                

  

      
    

  

    

  

    
  

    

       

LUUE~ 93st 4c 

COOE- Caras. 83:88:47 

COBE-N Non-Prop Consumables 93:89:61 
CODE-0 Deorbit CG Results 
COOE-I Initislize Data Forms 

Press RETURN to select option 

Press CODE-RETURN to perform option 

Press CODE-ESC to exit the CG proaram 

FIGURE 12.1 

aN 

oN 
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12.3 CODE-P: The Propellant Consumables Form 

The second item in the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1) is used to update the OMS 
and RCS tank quantities. This data form (FIGURE 12.2) is an example of extensions 
CGMANAGER makes to the standard SPoC data form. The form contains current settings, 
not in the selection box, but on the form itself. Only items to be updated require 

inputs. In this manner, the FIGURE 12.2 example would update only left OMS fuel and 
oxidizer and right OMS oxidizer, while retaining all other settings. 

  

  

  

    

    

    

       

   
   

   
OMS Fuel Left: 

  

wl 
Right: 33.8 % 

OMS Oxidizer Lert: 33.6% 25.8 
Right: 33.3 % tas | 

RCS Fuel Left: 64.9 % 
Forward: 2.0 % 

Right: 65.8 % 
RCS Oxidizer Lert: 63.0 % 

Forward: 9.0% 
Right: 63.8 %   
  

Pre 
P 

Pre: 

= RETURN to select item, then enter data 
ess CODE-ESC to ignore data and go back a 
3_CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue § i

v
i
 

FIGURE 12.2 
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Due to current onboard OMS gaging performance, OMS data can be entered either 

directly as a percentage quantity, or indirectly through helium pressure gaging. 

an OMS quantity is being computed from helium pressure input, the computed quantity 

will appear in brackets as in FIGURE 12.5. 

  

MET 04-23: Orise 

  

  

    

  

OMS Fuel 

OMS Uxidizer 

RCS Fuel 

RCS Oxidizer 

-
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V
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or E--1881-.- 268@- lbs: He-press.-1 

Left: 
Right: 
Left: 

Right: 
Left: 

Forward: 
Right: 
Left: 

Forward: 
Right:   
  

Frases RETURN to select item, then enter data 

Press CODE-ESC to ignore data and 90 back er 

Press CODE-RETURN to retain dats snd continue Sane 

FIGURE 12.3 
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a dedicated propellant tank quantity display from which ten tank 

obtained. The GPC GNC System Summary 2 Display (SPEC 19) can also 

tank quantities and will be discussed in detail later. OMS 
entered in tenths of a percent. RCS and all other tank quantities 
as integer values. 

The Propellant form, like other SPoC forms, will trap bad data inputs and inform the 
user. An example of this can be seen in FIGURE 12.4. 

  

{ “WET 24723 8:84 

   

     

      

f~ 164 % or EC 1661- — 2664- lbs- He- press. J 

OMS Fuel Left: 37.3 4 *- Joss: 
Right: 39.8% ce 

OMS Oxidizer Lett: 338.3% *- -i4 
Right: C 37.8 3% t= abb 

RCS Fuel Left: 64.0 % 
Forward: 2.0% 

Right: 65.8% 
RCS Oxidizer- Left : 63.3 % 

Forward: 8.0% 
Right: 63.3 % 

Press RETURN to select item, then erter data 
Press CODE-ESC to ignore data and ao back 

Press COOE-RETURN to retain data and continue 
De>ey *- Indicates an error_in the entru <<<<< 

IP_:_ DATA TEMP | 

      

    
  

  

FIGURE 12.4 
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I¢ the user enters valid propellant quantities and presses CODE-RETURN, a Save menu i» 

will appear (FIGURE 12.5). The first two options in this menu, Save Data to File and) 

Save Data Temporarily, imply the two modes of data retention that CGMANAGER allows. yo 

If a user is performing valid updates, the first option should always be exercised. 

If, however, the user is simply performing “what if" cases, the program’s file data 

may be protected by saving the data temporarily. In either case, the data in RAM are 

updated. Data saved to a file may be restored in place of temporary data by exiting 

CGMANAGER, then pressing CODE-C from the SPoaC Main Menu. 

If the user chooses to save propellant data temporarily, a P : DATA TEMP indicator 

will appear in the screen’s upper right hand corner upon returning to the CGMANAGER ~~ 

Main Menu. Appearing with the propellant temporary data flag may be any other (cargo 

or non-propellant) temporary data flags, i.e. P C : DATA TEMP or P CN: DATA TEMP. 

If the user wishes to return to the Propellant form from the Save menu, the third 

option should be invoked. This will recall the propellant data form as before, but 

now the user’s latest updates will be displayed on the form. If this data 

configuration is now deemed bogus, the user may press CODE-ESC and return to the 

CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1). In this case, propellant quantities will retain 

values in RAM when the user invoked the Propellant form. 

  

  

            
    

  

oar 
fc 
\ 

save Uata femporarily 
Back up to the Previous Page 

Use RETURN to select an item and COOE-RETURN to 

ao 

FIGURE 12.5 

wee a 

a 
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« 12.4 CODE-O: Tracking OMS With Delta V Magnitude 

Since there are situations in which the OMS onboard gaging could be erroneous, 
CGMANAGER provides a method of computing OMS quantities by tracking OMS burns. By 
selecting CODE-O OMS Delta V Burn from the CGMANAGER Main Menu, a one-line form will 
appear (FIGURE 12.6). Here the user has the ability to select from which OMS pod(s) 
(left, right, or both) the burn is performed. 

  

PON: DATA TEMP | 

LEFT [Qh RIGHT 
OMS Tanks to use (ECTH 1 

  

  

     
    
   

    

  
Use the left & right arrows to select the jen 

OMS tanks to be used in this burn 

Press CODE-RETURN to continue 
or Fress COGE-ESC to ao back 

FIGURE 12.6 
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After selecting the correct pod or pods for the OMS burn, a one-line OMS Burn form 

  

    

  

  

oy 

(FIGURE 12.7) will appear allowing the user to enter. the burn’s change-in-velocity rx! 

magnitude. The burn is limited by the lower fuel or oxidizer quantity for the 

selected pod(s). If the user enters a valid velocity magnitude and presses 

CODE-RETURN, the Save menu (FIGURE 12.5) will appear. If the user chooses not to 

enter any data or presses CODE-ESC, the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1) reappears. 

MET 04/723:16: 42] IPN: DATA TEMP 
| sm 

3. Qo oo 449.4 fps 7 

Burn From Both OMS Pods [442 | ae 

we ee eT ae nO eT RE Oar eroe ot f™ 

Press CODE-ESC to ignore data aaaane : 

Press CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue Seal 

FIGURE 12.7 

oo™ 

— 
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Upon pressing CODE-RETURN on an OMS Burn form having valid data entered, CGMANAGER 
will check to see if the burn would result in a depleted or nearly depleted OMS 
propellant tank condition. -An OMS tank is considered depleted if the burn would 
result in a-quantity of less than 3%. An OMS tank is considered nearly depleted if 
the burn would result in a quantity between 3% and 5%. If an OMS tank is depleted or 
nearly depleted, warning messages will be displayed (FIGURE 12.8). 

  

IPN: OATA TEMP 

        

  

  

  

   
   

Burn From. Both OMS Pods (442 ( 
WARNING = The ROMS will be burned to near depletion eee 

WARNING = The LOMS will be burned to depletion 
Fress COCE-RETURN to accept this condition 

  
FIGURE 12.8 

NOTE: If the user enters a valid velocity magnitude and chooses to save data to a 
file, the MET tags for the first and second items on the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 
12.1) would be updated to the current MET. Both items are updated to indicate the 
latest propellant update was performed by entering an OMS burn delta V. 
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12.5 CODE-C: The Cargo Form 
« 

The Cargo form (FIGURE 12.9) allows the user to select status of certain 

deployable/jettisonable cargo in the payload bay. This data form is a choice~-only 

form as described in Section 3.5. The first two items should always be RMS (Remote 

Manipulator System) and Ku Band Antenna, and their choices will be Stowed, or 

Jettisoned. If there are other deployable cargo items, their applicable status will 

be Berthed or Deployed. 

  

Mel 04723:08: 42] IP: OATA TEMP 
  

   

  

       

  

        

       

  

    

     
Berthed 

  

  

RMS Stowed 
Ku Band Antenna Jettisoned 
Satcom es owed j 
Moralos ap loye 
Aussat 2 Dep loued     EAS/AXKS Jattisonable Berthed 

Press RETURN to select item 
Use left & riaht arrows to select status 

ma Press CODE-ESC to ignore data amd go back 
m@ Press COQE-RETURN to retain data and continue 

    

   

  

FIGURE 12.9 

Press CODE-RETURN and the Save menu (FIGURE 12.5) will appear. 
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12.6 CODE-N: Non-Propellant Consumables Forms 

Non-Propellant Consumables forms are three forms through which the user must proceed 

in order to update the non-propellant consumable quantities. The sequence is entered 

from the CGMANAGER Main Menu. 

Each form operates in the same manner as previous forms, except the user will note 

three lines of text above the form, with an arrow initially pointing to the first 

line of text (FIGURE 12.10). The arrow indicates which form is currently active. It 

also indicates which Orbiter GPC SPEC display should be invoked to obtain inputs. 

The user should note that pressing CODE-RETURN at the first or second form in the 

list displays the next form in the list instead of the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 

12.1) or the Save menu (FIGURE 12.5). If the user presses CODE-ESC from the second 
or third form, the previous form in the list appears instead of the CGMANAGER Main 
Menu (FIGURE 12.1). 

To save changes. press CODE-RETURN at the last form. The Save menu (FIGURE 12.5) 

will be displayed, allowing the user to save changes. If no changes were made, 

pressing CODE-RETURN at the last form returns the user to the CGMANAGER Main Menu. 
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12.6.1 The Environment Form 

. 
aN 

The first of the Non-Propeliant Consumables forms is the Environment form (FIGURE 

12.10). The Environment form allows the user to update quantities in the two 

nitrogen tanks, the five potable water tanks, and the single waste tank. Data for 

this form should be obtained from GPC SM SPEC 66. Quantities can be entered directly 

from this GPC display, since the units are compatible. 

  

  

  

   

       
  

   

  

IP: OATA TEMP —™. 
+ENUTRONMENT ¢ SPEC 66 2} 

CRYO SYSTEM <« SPEC 62 3 
sm sYS summM ¢ SPEC 79 > 

H20 Suprly TK 

om 

Press RETURN to select item, then enter data 

Press CODE-ESC to ignore data and 90 back 

Press CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue 

FIGURE 12.10 

vo™ 

mo 
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12.6.2 The Cryogenics Form 

The second of the Non~Propellant Consumables forms is the Cryogenics form (FIGURE 

12.11). The Cryogenics form allows the user to update quantities in the cryogenic 

tanks. Data for this form should be obtained from GPC SM SPEC 68. Quantities can be 
entered directly from this GPC display, since the units are compatible. 

  

[P_: DATA TEMF | 
‘ENVIRONMENT ¢ SPEC 
>CRYO SYSTEM © SPEC 

SM SYS SUMM © SPEC “
J
I
T
 

9
 

0 
Or

 

Ne
t”
 
e
t
 
N
P
 

  

  

47 
47 
42 
42 

8 
53 
S23 
26 
36 

8 

RETURN to select item, then enter data 

ss CODE-ESC to ianore dats and go back 
COOE-RETURH to retain date and continue 

N
N
N
 
N
N
N
 

  N
N
 
N
N
     

  

   

  

FIGURE 12.11 
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12.6.5 The SM System Summary Form 4 

  

  

  

      
  

    
  

a 

The last of the Non-Propellant Consumables forms is the SM System Summary form 

(FIGURE 12.12). The SM System Summary form allows the user to update quantities in 

the APU fuel and water boiler tanks. Data for this form should be obtained from GFC 

SM SPEC 79. Quantities can be entered directly from this GPC display, since the 

units are compatible. 

coo 

IP: DATA TEMP 
ENVIRONMENT ¢ SPEC 66 »% 
CRYO SYSTEM ¢ SPEC 63 3) 

oSM SYS SUMM ¢ SPEC 79 > 

(one ooo ed 

APU Fuel TK 1 81% i’ } 
2 Bl % 
3 78% 

WB H2B TK 1 84 % - 
2 84 % co™ 

3: 34 % 

ee eee Press RETURN to select item, then enter data img 

ee eee Prass CODE-ESC to ignore data and go back ee 
7 Press CODE-RETURN to retain dats and continue Beem 

FIGURE 12.12 

oN 

om 
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12.7 CODE~D: Deorbit CG Results 

Assuming an emergency deorbit is necessary for which CG management ground support is 

unavailable, the user may select CODE-D Deorbit CG Results from the CGMANAGER Main 

Menu to display weight and CG at four different check points during entry. 

Recommendations may be obtained for OMS wasting, FRCS dumping, or OMS crossfeeding to 

manage CGs that are exceeding or close to exceeding the Orbiter’s CG envelope. 

When this option is selected from the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1), a graphic 

representation of the CG envelope is displayed above a form (FIGURE 12.13). The 

Orbiter’s CG envelope is plotted as a boldface rectangle. The X-CG is plotted 

horizontally from 1075 to 1111 inches. The Y-CG is plotted along the vertical from 2 

to -2 inches. The current CG will be displayed with a 1/8" X 1/8" dot accompanied by 

C. Directly below the plot, the current mass property values will be displayed. 

1831 1235 1889 1993 as? 

Current Mass Properties ¢ C >: 
Weight Ci = 213675 Ibs; % CG = 1837.5 ins; 

Deorbit Inplane Oelta U fps 
Desired Mach 3 X CG ins 
Desired Mach 3 Y CG ins 

s se tem, en da 
Press CODE-ESC to isnore dats and go back   

FIGURE 12.13 

The first item in the form is the planned OMS deorbit burn velocity delta in feet per 
second. If the user has executed the SPoC DEORBIT program prior to the CGMANAGER 
Program, which should be the nominal procedure, the velocity delta entry will have an 
initial value equal to the minimum maneuver necessary to achieve a particular landing 
opportunity. In this case the value should not be changed, since CGMANAGER 
interprets it as the inplane deorbit burn and will compute additional information 
based upon this assumption. If the user has an inplane deorbit velocity delta from 
another source (i.e preplanned, uplinked, etc.), the current value can be erased and 
the user’s value entered. It must, however, be the inplane deorbit velocity delta 

% 
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using 2 OMS. 

The second and third items are the targeted X-and-Y-CGs. These items are optional. 

If left blank, CGMANAGER will solve for the entry weights and CGs according to the 

deorbit burn only. I¢ an X-CG or a Y-CG target is entered, the program will achieve 

the inplane velocity delta and then try to accommodate the requested CG. If both 

X-and-Y-CG targets are provided, the program will attempt to achieve the inplane 

velocity delta and X-CG first, then the Y-CG. 

om, 

—_ 

o™ 

oo 
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Once the user has pressed CODE-RETURN from the Deorbit CG Results form, a display 
similar to FIGURE 12.14 will appear. A good deal of information is now being 
displayed. First note the plot now contains a flashing point connected to the 
previously displayed point. Initially, this point is the location of the CG for the 
post-deorbit check point. On the left side of the display, the title Current (C): 
can be found. This indicates the weight and C6 information under this heading are 
the current values. Below this will be a title which will vary, depending upon which 
deorbit entry check point is currently being viewed. Initially the title will read, 
Deorbit ( D ):, and the information following will pertain to the post-deorbit check 
point. Below all of this will be three lines showing which keystrokes are needed to 
display the other three remaining points not currently being displayed. The user may 
press these keystrokes and obtain the plot, entry check point data, and valid 
keystrokes reflecting the request. A one second delay, from the time the user makes 
the request until the screen is updated, is typical. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

MET 84723 3305] IP_:_ OaTAa TEMP 

1 
- 0 Cc ’ 
4 = J 

-1 

-2 
13877 1981 1885 1339 1893 1e@397 1101 1185 1189 

Current € C >: Beorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 
WT: 214761 lbs Inplane: Preburn Poetburn 

4 CG: 1993.9 ins S15 fps 7 65397 lbs L F 37.8% 12.3% 
WY Y CG: ~@.1 ins Total: . GO 38.8% 12.3% 

7 ~ Deorbit ¢ D >: 315 fps ~ 6597 lbs p F 39.0% 13.5% 
WT: 288194 lbs Q 38 ok 13.2% 

X CG: 1833.9 ins 
Y CG: -4.1 ins 

COBE-E fer E-7] 
COCE-M far Mach-2 
COBE-L for Landing 

  

    

                                            

    

Press COQDE-ESC for Ceorbit Results Form, COUE-RETURM for CG Menu Sm 

  

FIGURE 12.14 

To the right of the current information is the heading Deorbit Burn:. Under this 
heading, Inplane and Total deorbit parameters are displayed in feet per second and 
pounds of propellant. Values in pounds may be entered as ITEM 18 in the GPC’s 
Deorbit Maneuver Execute display. In cases requiring an out of plane deorbit burn, 
the Total: weight may be entered to DEORBIT’s Initialization form Item 3 (see Section 
11.2.1). For a deorbit burn with no requested X-CG, Total and Inplane values will be 
equal, indicating inplane deorbit velocity delta was the only input accommodated. 
Also shown on this display, in the upper right corner under the plot, are the current 
and post-deorbit OMS quantities. 
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If an X-CG is targeted forward of the inplane deorbit solution, and OMS propellant is. ‘ 

available for wasting, there-will be an out-of-plane solution component. This is co™ 

indicated by Total values greater than Inplane values (FIGURE 12.15). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

      
                                      

    
  

      

Ip: Data TEMP 

c 
s 

“< 1077 1891 138s 1289 1893 1397 1121 1185 1199 

Current ¢ C >: Deorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 

WT: 214701 lbs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 

x CG: 1693.9 ins 315 fps 7 6597 Ibs , F 37.8% 6.8% 

¥Y CG: -@.1 ins Total: Q 38.8% 7.2% 

Deorbit ¢ D ): 384 fps ~ 8813 lbs gp F 39.0% 9.0% 
WT: 206693 lbs 0 28.2% 7.8% 

* 0G: 1988.5 ins : 
Y CG: <-8.1 ins 

COOE-E for E-I 
CODE-M for Mach<-3 

CODE-L for Landing 

Fress LUUE-ESL for Userbit Results Form, CODE-RETURN for tb fend al r 

oN 

FIGURE 12.15 

oo™ 
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If an X-CG is targeted aft of the inplane deorbit solution, and FRCS can be dumped, 
yo. FRCS dump parameters will be computed. Initially: the Deorbit Results Display (FIGURE 

12.146) will contain a note under the OMS Quantities data, indicating FRCS should be 
dumped after the deorbit maneuver. 

  
  

  

  

  
  

    

                                            

MET 84723: 32: 1S] P_: DATA TEMP 
2 

i B Cc 
fe r 7 

1 

~2 
19877 1831 1835 1839 1993 1697 1161 1185 1109 

Current ¢ C >: Deorbit Burn: QMS Quantities: 
WT: 214701 lbs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 

* CG: 1993.9 ins 315 fps / 659397 lbs L F 37.o% 12.3% 
Y CG: -@.1 ins Total: GQ 28.8% 2.3% 

Deorbit ¢ D »: 315 fps 7 6597 lbs Fo39.6% 12.5% 
WT: 208164 lbs Roo 38.8% 13.3% 

* €G: 1983.08 ins , 
Y CG: -~9.1 ins Note: FROS will 

be dumped after 
CODE-E for ErlI the deorbit burn 
COOE-M for Mach-3 
CORE-L for Landing     
  

  

r~ RARE s Press coce-csc for Ueorbit Results Form, TOUE-RETURN for Ce Menu 

FIGURE 12.16 
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Once the user requests any check point after Deorbit, information will be displayed 

(FIGURE 12.17) showing to what level the FRCS should be dumped. Time necessary to 

achieve the dump using two or four jets is also displayed in minutes:seconds. 

  

  
  

  

  

  

    

                                            

MET G4-23 32:35) IP_: DATA TEMP 
2 

1 
7 E Cc 

-1 

~* 1077 1081 1885 1939 1993 1097 1191 1185 11u9 

Current ¢ C >: Deorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 

WT: 2147@1 los Inplane: Preturn Postburn 

¥ CG: 1093.9 ins 315 fps “ eu? lbs L F 37.8% 12.3% 

¥ CG: -@.1 ins Total: GQ 38.8% 13.3% 

EvI ¢ E >: 315 fps - 6597 lbs F 39.9% 13.5% 
WT: 286894 lbs Roo 36.6% 13.3% 

® CG: 1986.9 ins 
Y CG: -§.1 ins FRCS DUMPED TO 1¢™ 

2. Jeb - 1:47 Cmiss) 

CODE-D for Seorbit 4 Jat - 0:54 Cmiss> 

CODE-M for Mach-S 
CODE-L for Landing     
  Frass CUCE-ESC for Deorbit Results Form, COUE-RETURN for Ul Menu | 

FIGURE 12.17 
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If the user targets a Y-CG, and other constraints permit, the program will solve for 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

    
  

                                      

the targeted Y-CG by computing an OMS crossfeed burn. A crossfeed burn will also be 
computed if the user targets a deorbit burn velocity magnitude or X-CG, requiring an 
OMS pod to be depleted and use of the remaining pod to complete the burn. This will 
usually result in more of the deorbit burn being supplied by the "heavy" pod. FIGURE 
12.18 demonstrates output depicting this situation. Note instructions to the user 
telling at what point the crossfeed needs to be switched from the "heavy" pod to the 
one-on-one, straight-feed OMS configuration. This is the value the user needs to see 
“/\VTOT" reach in the GPC Deorbit Maneuver Execute display before the crossfeed is 
terminated. 

MET 6423 :32 52 Po: OATS TEMP 
2 

1 
- -——— IC 

3 eG —- 

-1 
-_> 

~ 167? 1431 lass 1889 1892 1497 - 11a 1105 1189 
Current ¢ C 3: Deorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 

WT: 214761 libs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 
* CG: 1993.9 ins 315 fps -/ 6597 lbs L F 37.8% 7.3% 
Y CG: -#.1 ins Total: 0 28.8% o. 3% 

EvI ¢ £ >: 315 fps 7 6597 lbs F 239. @ is.53 

WT: 206894 lbs Roo 38% 12.33 
* CG: 1926.3 ins Switch crossfeed from LEFT 
Y CG: 8.5 ins to BOTH at 253.3 fps AUTOT FRCS DUMPED TO 17% 

a 2 Jet - 1:47 Cmiss) 
fr CODE-D for Deorbit , 4 Jat ~ 8:54 Cm:ss3 
COUE-4 far Mach-3 
CODE-L for Landing       SE «Press Coce-csc for Deorbit Results Form, COOE-RETURN for bis Menu 

  

FIGURE 12.18 

Note CGMANAGER will compute crossfeed burns for any non-zero differences in the 
targeted and current Y-CG. Such burns are usually not performed unless the 
difference is greater than half an inch, or if the Y-CG is outside the envelape. In 
addition, CGMANAGER will not try to refine the Y-CG by daing any aft RCS shifts or 
OMS fuel/omxydizer mixfeeding. 
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The user may enter a deorbit velocity delta or target CG which results in an OMS 

propellant tank being depleted or nearly depleted. In each case, CGMANAGER will 

reo DRY or LOW, respectively, next to the pertinent Postburn OMS quantity (FIGURE: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

                                            

219). 

INET 04-°23:34:55] |P_:_ OaTA TEMP 

i Cc 
a o— eens > 

~1 
oo 

“ 1077 1831 1955 1a39 1993 1897 1101 1185 1189 

Current ¢ C ): BDeorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 

WT: 2147@1 lbs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 

* CG: 1693.9 ins 315 fees / 6537 lbs L F 37.8% e. 3 DR‘ 

Y CG: -%.1 ins Total: Q 36.28% 2.3% LOW 

Deorbit ¢ D>: 384 fps ~ 8018 Ibs PF 39.9% 12.6% 
WT: 206683 lbs Rog 38.8: 12.4% 

% CG: 1088.5 ins Switch crossfeed from LEFT 

Y CG: 8.4 ins to BOTH at 329.6 fps AUTOT 

CODE-E for E-I 
CODE-M for Mach-3 
CODE-L for Landing     
  

puny F252 OUE-Es. ror Ceorbit Results Form, COUE-RETURN for CG Menu ae o 

oN 

FIGURE 12.19 
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we The user should note the Deorbit CG Results display does not flag every OMS depleted 
an or nearly depleted condition. The display will flaq these conditions only if they 

“resulted from a deorbit velocity delta or target CG. As an illustration (FIGURE 

12.20), note the left pod’s fuel levels under OMS Quantities. Since the Preburn LOMS 

fuel value is less than the DRY threshold, no flag accompanies the Postburn value. 

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

    
                                        

  

MET M4723 238: 45) IPC : OATS TEMP 
2 =s 

1 art 
e | 

-1 

-2 7 

1077 1981 tases 1889 1893 1997 1181 1195 11a¢ 

Currant ¢ C ): Deorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 
WT: 208095 lbs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 

* CG: 1088.4 ins 234 fps /’ 4696 libs L F 2.2% 2.2% 
Y CG: 1.3 ims Total: . Q 6.7% 6.9% 

Deorbit ¢ D >: 238 fps ’ 4696 lbs R F 34 3% 2.7% ORY 

WT: 203399 Ibs Q 28.8% 2.5% ORY 
* CG: 1650.4 ins Switch crossfeead fr om RIGHT 
Y OG: -9.3 ins to BOTH at 9.0 fps A.UTOT 

CODE-E for E-lI 
CODE-M for Mach-3 
CODE-L for Landing     

( \ AE Press CODE-ESC for Deorbit Results Form, CODE-RETURN ror Cl Nenu —zes 

FIGURE 12.20 
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If the user is utilizing helium pressure gaging to determine OMS quantities, an 

indeterminate amount of error could be present in the weight and CG calculations. 

this case, a warning message will be flashed to the user (FIGURE 12.21). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      
  

                                    

IP: DATA TEMP 

i 

~ 

Q Cc 
8 — Seer 

-1 

“= 1977 1831 1B8sS 1859 1993 1897 111 1185 118% 

Current © C >: Deorbit Burn: OMS Quantities: 

WT: 213675 lbs Inplane: Preburn Postburn 

% CG: 1997.6 ins 315 fps ¢’ 6566 lbs L F 37.8% 12.5% 

¥ CG: -~@.2 ins Total: . Oo 26.8% 13.5% 

Deorbit ¢ D>: 315 fes / 6566 lbs F 33.0% 13.7% 
WT: 207119 lbs Roa 3a a: 12.5% 

% CG: 1836.9 ins 
Y CG: -8.2 ins 

CODE-E for EI 
COCE-M for Mach-3 

CODE-L for Landing       
     

  

WARNING: Greater error present due to the use of helium pressure for OMS gaains 

Press MODE-ESC for Deorbit Results Form, CODE-RETURM for CG Menu 
       

FIGURE 12.21 
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12.8 CODE-I: Initialize Data Forms 

CGMANAGER has a feature unique among SPoC programs: the ability to reconfigure a 
flight load with the program itself. Select CODE-I Initialize Data Forms from the 
CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.1). Another menu will appear (FIGURE 12.22) which has 
four options. Some of these options cannot be performed at all times.° This depends 
upon whether or not data are being used in the temporary mode. Users will usually 
not have to perform any data initialization operations, since the program should be 
completely initialized pre-flight. However, classified missions and late mass 
property updates call for this capability. 

  

  
   

  

      
  

   

  

     
        

     
    

MET G47e3: 17: 14] IPH: DATA TENE 

Lacelsneous Part. a : 
Largo Data CLannot use in "t™ DAlH TENE 
Entry Sequence Deltas (Cannot use in "P" DATA TEMP mod 
He Pressure Comstants (Cannot use in "P" DATA TEMP mode? 

Press RETURN to selact option a ' 
Press COOE-RETURN to perform option coe 

Frass COOE-ESC to return toa the CG Main Menu fig 

  

       
FIGURE 12.22 

J th ca
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12.8.1 Constants Initialization Data Forms 

This option allows the user to enter data such as the inert Orbiter, fixed payloads, 

line-trapped propellant, and other mass property data which should remain constant 

throughout the mission. This option will take the user into a circular loop of ten 

forms which are similar to FIGURE 12.23, a three-line form which allows the user to 

enter pertinent weight, X-CG and Y-CG. 

  

  

  

  

  

     

      

  

    

   
    
      

o™ 

CONSTANTS INITIALIZATION 

ITEM # 1 ~- INERT ORBITER 

n. 2 

in. 
oo™ 

Prass RETURN to select item, then enter data =a 

Press CODE-ESC to iancre data and ac back ve. 

Press CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue 

Prass COCE-S to save entries to file 

FIGURE 12.23 

oo 

oN 
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The user may move forward into the circular loop by pressing CODE-RETURN, and any 

data changes on the current form will be accepted. . By pressing CODE-ESC, any data 

changes on the current form will be ignored. Finally, a CODE-S is used to save all 
the data in the ten forms to a file and return the user to the Initialize Data Forms 
menu. 

The ten constants available for initialization in the circular loop are: 

ITEM_# ITEM 

‘Inert Orbiter 

Trapped OMS Fuel 

Trapped RCS Fuel 

Pressurants 

NHs Tank 1 

NHs Tank 2 
Fixed Payloads 

“10 Miscellaneous O
N
O
 
H
P
 
C
h
e
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12.8.2 Cargo Initialization Data Forms 4 . 

This option allows the user to enter and edit jettisonable or deployable cargo items 

which appear in the Cargo form (FIGURE 12.9). There are ten possible items here, and 

operation is exactly the same as in the Constants Initialization option except the 

forms (FIGURE 12.24) have 4 entry lines. The additional line accepts the cargo name, 

a 24 character alphanumeric string. If the cargo item was previously configured, its 

name will appear above the data form and in the fourth line. The user should reserve 

the first two forms for the RMS and the Ku-band antenna. CGMANAGER assumes the first 

two cargo items to be jettisonable, an action not pertinent to other items which are 

deployable. Consequently, eight other deployable items are available. A CODE-S, as 

in the first Initialize Data Forms option, must be performed to return to the 

Initialize Data Forms menu. Note that upon saving the data, the user should invoke 

the Cargo form (FIGURE 12.97) to check cargo status. 

  

  

IPN: DATA TEMP 

CARGO INITIALIZATION | 

ITEM # 2 - Satcom 

    Weight Lbs Pizseb wid, 
X CG in. Tam ang 
¥ CG in. 9.8n08 
Name Satcom 

Prass RETURN to select item, then enter data 
Press CODE-ESC to ianore data and a0 back 

Press CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue eee 
frass CONE-S to save antries to file a : 

          

        

  
     

FIGURE 12.24 
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12.8.3 Entry Delta Initialization Data Forms 

This option permits the user to edit the nominal mass property deltas (deorbit to EI, 

EI to mach 3 without PTIs, and mach 3 to landing) which are used to compute the 

Orbiter’s weight and CG at EI, mach 3, and landing check points. Operation of this 
option (FIGURE 12.25) is exactly like the Constants Initialization Data forms with 

only three items. 

The entry mass property deltas are: 

ITEM_# ITEM 

1 Deorbit to EI 

2 EI to mach 3 without PTIs 

3 Mach 3 to landing 

  

  

  

  

ENTRY MASS PROPERTY OELTAS 

ITEM # 3 - M3 To Landings 

  

    

   
Weight 

* CG in. = oon 
Y CG in. 18.9580 

Press RETURN to select item 
Press CODE-ESC to ianore data and a0 back : 

Press CODE-RETURH to retain data and continue & 
Press CODE-$ to save entries to file ; 

      
     

      
     
            

FIGURE 12.25 
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12.8.4 Helium Pressure Gaging Initialization Data Form ee 

This option invokes a single four-line data form (FIGURE 12.26). OMS tank percentage 

quantities can be computed from a two-point linear helium-pressure-to-OMS-quantity 

relationship. This form initializes the relationship with two data points which 

include a helium pressure value and its corresponding OMS percentage. This form 

operates exactly like a normal SPoC form. 

  

  

   

        

   

      

  

    

        
  

       
  

  

so™ 

CN: DATA TEMP 

HELIUM PRESSURE US. OMS GAGING INITIALIZATION 

Pounds: of Helium: Pressures: 

ist point OMS He Pressure [Eun cme We og 
ist point OMS % Gage Ta. wisi PNY 

2nd point OMS He Pressure 10900 .9000 

2nd poimk’ OMS % Gage 8.9800 

wees Press RETURN to select item, then enter data 

ce Press CODE-ESC to ignore data and 90 back 

fe Press CODE-RETURN to retain data and continue 

FIGURE 12.26 

uo 
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ro 12.9 Exiting CGMANAGER , : 

When ready to exit CGMANAGER and return to the SPoC Main Menu, press CODE-ESC at the 

CGMANAGER Main Menu. If the user has any temporary data still unsaved, the program 

will warn the user (FIGURE 12.27) and require a CODE-RETURN to exit, or a CODE-ESC to 
return to the CGMANAGER Main Menu (FIGURE 12.21). 

fo NOTE: If the user wishes to save temporary data to a file, return to the appropriate 

‘ data form and make at least one entry into the form. The Save menu will appear when 

CODE-RETURN is pressed. Select Save Data to File to save the data. The user may 

repeat this procedure for each type of temporary data (Prop Consumables, Cargo, 

Non-Prop Consumables). 

  

IMET S423: 43:44 PoC: DATA TEMP     

      

WARNING: Temporary data has not bean saved and will not be 
used to semerate the vehicle weiaht to pass to Deorbit 

Press CODE-ESC to return to the CG program 
Press CODE-RETURN to exit the CG proaram     

FIGURE 12.27 

When the user exits CGMANAGER, the current vehicle weight is saved to a file as the 
default value at TIG to be used by DEDRBIT. 
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SECTION 13.0 
FLIGHT DATA FILE DOCUMENTATION 

Flight Data File (FDF) support for the SPoC includes the following publications. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
S) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

Post Insertion Checklist 

Operations/Malfunctions Cue Card and Decal 
Deorbit Prep Checklist 
Deorbit Prep Flight Supplement 

Entry Checklist 

Contingency Deorbit Prep 

Contingency EVA OPS 

FDF Reference Data Book Flight Supplement 

Addresses for the state vector are in the FDF Reference Data Book Flight Supplement. 

These addresses are dependent on the GPC software load. 
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APPENDIX A 
INITIALIZATING THE SPoC 

The following set of instructions leads a user through the procedures to initialize 

the SPoC. After SPoC initialization is completed, the user may proceed to APPENDIX B 
(WORLD MAP), C (DEORBIT), or D (CGMANAGER) for a demonstration of SPoC applications. 

Familiarity with basic SPoC operation is assumed. For the user unfamiliar with the 

SPoC, hardware setup procedures for ground operation are found in Section 2.2. 

Details of basic SPoC operations are contained in Section 3. 

When the SPoC is turned on, the Boot UP Screen is displayed after several seconds. 

After the operating system has been loaded, the Boot Up Screen will be erased. 

Messages will then be displayed informing users the SPoC EXECUTIVE is searching for 
programs and data files. 

Upon completion of the file search, the first initialization form will be displayed 

(LAUNCH TIME UPDATE form). For this demo, follow the steps below to enter the launch 

date/time, the current SGMT, and state vector. . 

LAUNCH TIME UPDATE Form 

1) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

YEAR: enter 1988 

press RETURN. 

2) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

DAY: enter 1 

press RETURN. 

3) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

HOUR: enter 12 

press RETURN. 

4) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 
MINUTE: enter 0 

press RETURN. 

3) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

SECOND: enter 0 

press CODE-RETURN. 

GMT UPDATE Form 

6) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

DAY (GMT): enter tf 

press RETURN. 

7) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

HOUR (GMT): enter 13 

press RETURN. 

8) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 
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MINUTE (GMT): enter 0 , . 

press RETURN. - . yo} 

9) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

YEAR: enter 1988 

press CODE-RETURN. 

NOTE: If a warning message appears at this point, press CODE~-RETURN. 

STATE VECTOR UPDATE Form : o~ 

10) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

DAY (MET): enter 0 

press RETURN. 

11) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

HOUR (MET): enter 0 

press RETURN. 

12) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

MINUTE (MET): enter 50 
press RETURN. 

13) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

SECOND (MET): enter 0 

press RETURN. 

14) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. o™ 

X POSITION (NM): enter 23.61635400 
press RETURN. 

15) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

Y POSITION (NM): enter 3162.91980300 

press RETURN. 

16) Press CODE“BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

-7 POSITION (NM): enter -1713.37830800 

press RETURN. 

17) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

X VELOCITY (NM/SEC): enter -3.94707100 
press RETURN. 

18) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

Y VELOCITY (NM/SEC): enter 0.03410700 
press RETURN. 

19) Press CODE-BACK SPACE to erase old data. 

Z VELOCITY (NM/SEC): enter 0.01351400 
press CODE-RETURN. 

At the bottom of the screen the inclination, HA, and HP are displayed. This serves / 

as a data check for state vector inputs. For the above inputs, the following values ~~ 
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will be displayed. 

e 

INCLINATION = 28.445 
APPROX. ORBIT : HA#158; HP=153 

20) Press CODE~RETURN. 

The SPoC Main Menu will now be displayed. The user may select SPoC applications for 
execution. Step-by-step demos are available for WORLD MAP (Appendix B), DEORBIT 

(Appendix C), and CGMANAGER (Appendix D). The STATE VECTOR UPDATE and SET GMT 

programs are alsm available from the SPoC Main Menu, and were demonstated during the 

initialization procedures. 

You are now ready to proceed to a SPoC demo of your choice. 
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APPENDIX B 
WORLD MAP DEMONSTRATION 

Before exercising WORLD MAP demonstration procedures, the user should complete 

procedures outlined in APPENDIX A (Initializing The SPoC). The SPoC Main Menu should 
be currently displayed. The following instructions will lead the user through a 
WORLD MAP demo. 

1) Select DISPLAY WORLD MAP from the SPoC Main Menu. 

The first time WORLD MAP is selected from the SPoC Main Menu, the SITE MANAGER Main 

Menu will be displayed. SITE MANAGER is a WORLD MAP function which may be exercised 

later during this demo. For now, continue on to the WORLD MAP display. 

2) Select INVOKE DEFAULT COMMUNICATION SITES from the SITE MANAGER Main 

Menu. 

After a few seconds, the WORLD MAP Display will appear (FIGURE B.1). Notice that the 

communication site AOS/LOS windows display the words STAND BY. 

  

  

    

ISR 22:23] 
Fa 

STAND BY? 

      
FIGURE B.1 

As soon as the AQS/LOS search has been completed, these windows will display AOS/LOS 

countdown times (see FIGURE 8.2). 
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FIGURE B.2 

3) Press CODE-? to display the WORLD MAP Help Menu. 

This menu provides the CODE-Ckey] combinations associated with each WORLD MAP 

function. WORLD MAP functions may be invoked from the Help Menu. They may be 

invoked from the WORLD MAP display directly with the proper CODE-[key] input. 

4) To return to the WORLD MAP Display, press CODE-ESC. 

At this time, you may want to explore various WORLD MAP functions. For a detailed 

explanation of each WORLD MAP function, refer to Section 10.2. Section 10.3 details 

the PSAT Display, and Section 10.4 details SITE MANAGER functions. 

5) When you are ready to exit WORLD MAP and return to the SPoC Main Menu, press 

CODE-ESC. 
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~~ | APPENDIX C - 
DEORBIT DEMONSTRATION 

This section gives users a demonstration of SPoC DEORBIT operation. In order to have 
the same data displays that are shown in this appendix, launch time, state vector, 

and GMT must correspond to data entered in APPENDIX A. 

Select DEOGRBIT from the SPoC Main Menu. Wait until the Intialization form appears on 
~~ the screen (FIGURE C.1). 

  

MET 8-01-00: 42 

    

Window C= j 
Site Selection AL 1 
Uehicle heiaht ¢lbs5 2 
Primary-Backup Thruster 2 
Propellant Waiaht 8 
Pre Bark 39 

8 
1 
8 

  

  

fe Start Day (MET) 
' Start Hour (MET > 

Start Minute CMET> 
Start Second ¢MET> 32 

Type im initial conditions 
Press COOE-RETURN to execute 

        
  

    

  

CODE-ESC to axit proaram 

FIGURE C.1 

Enter data shown above into the Initialization form and press CODE-RETURN. 
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MET GA"Ht: 91: G3 
Site TIG XRHG 

2:04:11 cnc ; 

HOS 6/01:21:44 49 

OOM @/O1:46:25 73 
HNL. 8°82: 07 84 166 
EDW 8/02: 16:43 393 
NOR 9/02:°19:18 344 
KSC @/@2:25:17 466 
HDS B/02:57:15 2128 

GUA A/B3 + 23:22 184 
HNL 8/03: 42:47 412 

EDW @-03:51:47 geo 
NOR. 9/93: 54:23 654 
HOS G04: 32:49 224 

JDG B-4 44°15 528 

GUA @/65: G3 :54 392 
HNL 9/85:18:37 387 
HOS 6/66: 48:22 33 
JOG 9/06:19:48 112 
HNL @/H6 54:1 95 

z
o
r
z
T
Z
T
Z
O
N
T
Z
Z
O
O
O
O
Z
T
Z
O
R
Y
 

  
  

    

   

FIGURE C.2 

Flight Rules Dispersed SRNG limit : 

oe Use arrow keys’“CODE-RETURN to comput 

aaa Press CODE-ESC to return to initislizstio 

53 
e 

  

@ NM. 
tara 
ion 

After CODE-RETURN is pressed, the LOT form (FIGURE C.2) will be displayed. 

Note that, due to landing site data reconfiguration, the LOT may contain 

opportunities different from the figures in this appendix. Press the DOWNARROW key 

to move the light bar below the bottom landing opportunity on the current page. This 

will bring up the next page of landing opportunities: (FIGURE C.3).
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Site TIG *XRNG s 

HOS O/OF 2:43:46 bal ba Hi 
HNL 8/88:29:48 483 0 
KIN 489: 17:45 255 N 
GUA 9/09: 52:15 718 g 

KIN 0-16:53:14 Seg M 
RI @711:63:52 . S51 N 

fo GUA 8711:28:85 ers 0 
HAG 11:49:12 98 0 
RI¥ @/12:39:14 Ss? N 
GUA @a/12:G3:33 223 Oo 
HAD B/13:24:53 491 0 

  

      

    

    

   
Flisht Rules Dispersed KRNG limit: 6s Nf. ‘ 
Use arrow keus“CODE-RETURN to compute targets & 

Press COOE-ESC to return to initialization form Saou   

FIGURE C.3 

Now press the UPARROW key and move the light bar above the top landing opportunity. 
This will again display the previous page. 

{~~ 
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MET 66.1 :93: 81 . oS: 
S : 

m8) 
0 
N 
N 
0 
G 
0 

N 
N “* 
ai 

0 
i 
N 
N 
0 
N 
N 
o 

Fliaht Rules Dispersed XRNG limit : 6f6 NLM. 

Use arrow keys-“COUE-RETURN to compute targets ie 

Press CODE-ESC to return to initialization form & 

FIGURE C.4 

Wait two to three minutes for an asterisk to appear next to the first landing oN 

opportunity. This indicates maneuver targets for that landing opportunity have been 

computed. Ta display maneuver targets (FIGURE C.5) of the first landing opportunity, 

move the light bar to that opportunity and press CODE-RETURN. 

Note that, due to reconfiguration of aerodynamic data, small variations in the FIGURE 

C.5 targets will be experienced. 

om. 
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Site AML 
Wt 241226 lbs 

TIG 6761:63:67 
C1 15137 ft/sec 
C2 -@.66 — 
Ht 65.832 mim 

Theta 131.795¢ 
Prop @ lbs 
REI 4540 mm 

TFF 28:31 
Delta V tot 224.7 ft-sec 

TEGO 2:19 
HAtst 153.2 rm 

HPtst 3@.0 min 
Prebank  36°L 

    
This target exceeds the Flight Rules XRNG limit ie 

Press CODE-S to save the deorbit delta v of ‘ 
this opportunity for use by the CG Manager 
Press COOE-ESC to raturn to opportunities     

FIGURE C.5 

Press CODE-S to save the targeted current Delta V tot for use by CGMANAGER. 

Exiting DEORBIT is a multi-step process from the maneuver target display. First 

press CODE-ESC. This will again activate the LOT display. To exit the LOT display, 

press CODE-ESC. Since maneuver targets have been computed, the following message 
appears at the bottom of the display. 

CAUTION: All computed targets will be lost 
Press CODE-RETURN to return to initialization form 

Press any other key to retain current form 

Next, press CODE-RETURN to return to the Initialization form. Proceed to the Main 
Menu by pressing CODE-ESC. 

c-S 
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_ APPENDIX D 
* CGMANAGER DEMONSTRATION 

Introduction 

The following is a demonstration of the SPoC CGMANAGER program using STS 61-H1B data 
from a 7/28/87 SMS procedures validation. It assumes that the user has successfully 
Completed the SPoC boot-up procedures and has invoked CGMANAGER from the SPoC Main 
Menu. The demonstration is intended to take users through a majority of the 
program’s functions while not concentrating on every possible detail. 

Initializing CGMANAGER 

By pressing CODE-I in response to the SPoC CGMANAGER Main Menu, the Initialization 
Menu will appear. Press CODE-N and begin initializing the program's mass property 
constants, pressing CODE-RETURN after entering each complete item, with the following 
data: 

as 

Inert Orbiter +: 182239 lbs 9 1093.50 in., -0.50 in. 
Trapped OMS : i534 lbs 3 1468.70 in., 0.00 in. 
Trapped RCS : 912 lbs 9 960.47 in., 1.96 in. 
Pressurants : S28 lbs 9 1026.00 in., -2.00 in. 
NHS Tank A : 49 lbs 9 1350.00 in., 66.00 in. 
NHS Tank B : 49 lbs 9 1370.00 in., 67.00 in. 
Fixed Payload : 8476 lbs 9 1098.00 in., 0.00 in. 

All remaining items should be set to zero. Press CODE-S to exit this procedure and 
save the data to their appropriate file. The user will be returned to the 
Initialization Menu, where a CODE-C will initialize the program’s cargo items. Press 
CODE-RETURN after entering each complete item with the following data: 

RMS : 900 lbs 9 978.10 in., -88.29 in. 
KuBand : 129 lbs D 873.12 in., 84.23 in. 
Skynet : 10620 lbs 2 1241.00 in., 0.00 in. 
Palapa : 7592 lbs 9 1092.00 in., 0.00 in. 
Westar : 7603 lbs 9 931.20 in., 0.00 in. 

All remaining items should be set to zero. Press CODE-S to save the data and return 
to the Initialization Menu. Press CODE-E to begin initializing the entry mass 
property deltas. Press CODE-RETURN after entering each complete item with the 
following data: 

Deorbit to E/I > 547 lbs 9 880.15 in., -3.79 in. 
E/1I to Mach 3 ? 1043 lbs 9 1617.72 in., -2.46 in. 
Mach 3 to Landing : 148 ibs 3 ~1032.78 in., ~10.95 in. 

Press CODE-S to save these data and return to the Initialization Menu. Press 
CODE-ESC to exit the Initialization Menu and return to the CGMANAGER Main Menu. 
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Initialize propellant quantities by pressing CODE-P and entering the following data: 

OMS Fuel Left 
Right 

OMS Oxidizer Left 

Right 

RCS Fuel Left 

Forward 

Right 

RCS Oxidizer Left 

Forward 

Right 

Press CODE-RETURN and the Save Menu will appear. 

propellant data to its appropriate file. 

e 

31.0% 
31.0% 
32.0% 
32.0% 
85% 
86% 
85% 
79% 
B62 
79% 

the Cargo form to STOWED or BERTHED. Press CODE-RETURN and the Save Menu will 

appear. Press CODE-RETURN again to save the cargo data to their appropriate file. 

Initialize the non-propellant consumable data by pressing CODE-N and entering: 

N2 3: 

Potable H20 : 

Waste H20 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank B
o
O
W
P
N
e
 

Press CODE-RETURN and continue 

Liquid O02 : Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

. Tank 

Liquid H2 

Press CODE-RETURN and 

APU Fuel : 

W/B Hod : 

Press CODE-RETURN and the Save 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

continue 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

Tank 

i 

n
b
c
 

U
S
 
C
i
n
 

A
N
e
w
 

G
h
 

131 lbs 
{31 lbs 
487% 
477% 
93% 
93% 
3% 

entering the following data: 

967% 
96% 
967% 
0% 
0% 
94% 
947, 
95% 
0% 
0% 

entering the following data: 

78% 
77% 
77% 
SA 

- 83% 
B3% 

Menu will appear. Press CODE-RETURN again to save 

of the non-propellant data to their appropriate file. Save these data and return 
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' 

the CGMANAGER Main Menu. The total Orbiter mass Properties will be displayed at the 
top of the screen and should be equal to: 

Weight : 2357348 lbs. 

¥-CG :  -0.54.in. 

CGMANAGER is now initialized for this demonstration. 

Emergency Deorbit Situations 

In this section, four SPoC emergency deorbit cases will be performed: 

1) Nominal deorbit (no CG optimization required). 

2) OMS wasting to manage final OMS quantity restraints. 

3) OMS crossfeed and FRCS dumping for both X-CG and Y-CG optimization. 
4) 2 OMS engine failures requiring RCS completion via OMS interconnect and 

subsequent X CG optimization through FRCS dumping. 

Case 1 

An emergency deorbit situation has arisen, and the crew has computed a set of deorbit 
targets using the SPoC DEORBIT program (APPENDIX C). Since the crew has kept the 
Orbiter*s mass property data up to date im CGMANAGER, the crew had the correct 
vehicle weight to use in the DEORBIT program. Once the targets have been computed 
and the deorbit change in velocity saved, CGMANAGER has been re-invoked to check the 
Orbiter’s mass properties during the emergency entry. 

From the CGMANAGER Main Menu, press CODE-D to obtain the deorbit CG results. For 
this demonstration, the Deorbit Inplane Delta V should be equal to 224.4 fps. If it 
is not, enter 224.4 fps. No X CG or Y CG should be requested at this time. Fress 
CODE-RETURN and the Deorbit Results display should appear and the post-deorbit check 
point CG location should begin flashing. By pressing CODE-E, CODE-M and CODE-L, the 
E/T, Mach 3, and Landing check points will be displayed. They should be equal to: 

  

Fost~Deorbit E/I Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 252121 lbs 231574 lbs 230531 lbs 2359383 Ibs 
X-CG 1093.8 in 1094.3 in 1091.9 in 1093.3 in 
Y-CG -0.6 in -0.5 in -0.5 in 70.5 in 

The post-burn OMS quantities should be as follows: 

LOMS Fuel: 10.8% ROMS Fuel: 10.8% 
Oxidizer: 11.8% Oxidizer: 11.8% 

The inplane deorbit burn (224 fps / 5227 lbs) should be equal to the total deorbit 
burn since no OMS wasting has been performed. Because all of the CGs during entry 
did not approach or exceed the Orbiter’s CG envelope, the nominal burn is acceptable 
and no further CG management is required. Press CODE-RETURN and the CGMANAGER Main 
Menu will appear. 
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Case 2 

The same Orbiter mass properties in Case 1 will be used here with the exception of 

the OMS quantities. In this case, the OMS quantities will be initialized to: 

LOMS Fuel: 48.0% ROMS Fuel: 48.0% 

Oxidizer: 49.0% Oxidizer: 49.0% 

resulting in the following total Orbiter mass properties: 

Weight : 241751 lbs. 

X-CG 1107.3 in. 
Y-CG : -0.55 in. 

Using the same 224.4 fps inplane deorbit change in velocity, the following entry 

check points are computed: 

¥ 

  

Post-Deorbit E/I Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 236427 lbs 259880 lbs 234837 lbs 234689 Ibs 

X-CG 1100.1 in 1100.6 in 1098.3 in 1099.7 in 

Y-CG -0.5 in -0.5 in -0.5 in “0.5 in 

The inplane deorbit burn (224 fps / 5324 lbs) should be equal to the total deorbit 

burn (224 fps / 5324 lbs) since no OMS wasting has been performed. While the CG 

check points are acceptable, the post-burn OMS quantities: 

LOMS Fuel: 27.4% ROMS Fuel: 27.4% 

Oxidizer: 28.4% Oxidizer: 28.4% 

exceed landing constraints. Therefore, OMS wasting will be necessary and is 

accomplished by targeting an X-CG at mach 3.5 of 1094.0 in. This is entered in the 

Deorbit Results form. The following entry check points should result: 

  

Post-—Deorbit E/I Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 233476 lbs 252929 lbs 231886 lbs 231738 lbs 

X-CG 1095.8 in 1096.3 in 1094.0 in 1095.4 in 

Y-CG -0.5 in -0.5 in -0.5 in -0.5 in 

The inplane deorbit burn (224 fps / 5324 lbs) is no longer equal to the total deorbit 

burn (351 fps / 8275 lbs), indicating that OMS wasting has been performed by 

CGMANAGER. Check points CGs are acceptable, and post-burn OMS quantities are 

permissable for landing: 
ao™ 

LOMS Fuel: 16.1% ROMS Fuel: 16.1% 
Oxidizer: 17.1% Oxidizer: 17.1% 
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Case 3 

The same Orbiter mass properties in Case 1 will be used here with the exception of 
one payload. * The Skynet payload will be re-positioned (use the initialize cargo 
function) to 880.0 in. along the X-axis and -8.00 in. along the Y-axis. Remember to 
reset the OMS quantities to their Case 1! values: 

LOMS Fuel: 31.0% ROMS Fuel: 31.0% 
Oxidizer: 32.0% Oxidizer: 32.0% 

The total Orbiter mass properties should be equal to: 

Weight : 257348 lbs. 

X-€G : 1085.2 in. 
Y-CG : -0.90 in. 

Using the same 224.4 fps inplane deorbit change in velocity, the entry check points 
should be equal to: 

  

Post-Deorbit E/I Mach 3° Landing 

Weight 252121 lbs 251574 lbs 2350531 Ibs 230383 lbs 
X-CG 1077.3 in 1077.8 in 1075.3 in 1076.7 in 
Y-CG -0.9 in ~0.9 in “0.9 in “0.9 in 

There are some obvious X-CG violations during the entry, implying the X-CG should be 
adjusted. While the Y-CG is within the CG envelope, for this example it too will be 
optimized. 

By targeting an X-CG of 1085.0 in. and a Y-CG of 0.0 in. into the Deorbit Results 
form, a crossfeed deorbit maneuver and FRCS dump are computed by CGMANAGER. The 
entry check points should be: 

  

Post-Deorbit E/T Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 2352121 lbs 229683 lbs 228640 lbs 228492 lbs 
X-CG 1077.3 in 1084.0 in 1081.4 in 1082.9 in 
Y-CG 0.9 in 0.9 in 0.9 in 0.0 in 

Note that even though the targeted CGs were not obtained, the entry check points are 
acceptable. The DRY and LOW indicators which accompany post-burn LOMS quantities 
warn that the crossfeed burn could result in propellant depletions. 

Press CODE-E, CODE-M, or CODE-L and note the FRCS has been dumped to 0%. Since 
CGMANAGER does not account for FRCS entry attitude maneuver requirements in its FRCS 
dump computations, the user should not rely on the complete FRCS dump to achieve an 
acceptable X-CG. 
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By backing off from the originally targeted CG, Deorbit results can be repeatedly 

calculated to find an acceptable compromise. Target an X-CG of 1080.0 in. and a Y-CG ~ 

of -0.3 in. The following entry, check points will result: A} 

  

“Post-Deorbit E/I Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 232121 lbs 2350157 lbs 229114 lbs 228966 lbs 

X-CG 1077.3 in 1082.4 in 1080.0 in 1081.4 in 

¥-CG -0.3 in -0.3 in (70.3 in -0.3 in- 

All of the entry check points are acceptable, the final LOMS quantities are ~ 

acceptable, and 22% of the FRCS propellant remains following the FRCS dump. The ee 

program has computed a crossfeed deorbit burn, which will start both OMS engines on 

the LOMS pod and terminate this crossfeed with 159.8 fps remaining in the burn. 

The FRCS dump time computed for 2 jets is 3 minutes and 48 seconds, while that for 4 

jets is 1 minute and 5é seconds. 

Case 4 

The same Orbiter mass properties in Case 1 will be used here with the exception of 

one payload. The Skynet payload will be re-positioned (use the initialize cargo 

function) to 920.0 in. along the X-axis and 0.00 in. along the Y-axis. 

The total Orbiter mass properties are: 

Weight : 237348 lbs. oa 

X-CG : 1087.0 in. oN 

Y-CG : -0.54 in. 

Using the same 224.4 fps inplane deorbit change in velocity, the following entry 

check points are generated: 

Post-Deorbit E/I Mach 3 Landing 

  

Wei ght 252121 lbs . 231574 lbs 250531 lbs 230383 lbs 

X-CG 1079.1 in 1079.6 in 1077.2 in 1078.5 in 

Y-CG -0.6 in -0.5 in -0.5 in -0.5 in 

Even though the mach 3.5 X-CG is fairly far forward, it is still within the CG 

envelope. Therefore, no FRCS dump is anticipated. During the deorbit burn, however, 

both OMS engines failed with a 100.0 fps change in velocity remaining. Since an 

unsafe Hp resulted, the remaining burn was performed using the +X ARCS jets 

interconnected to OMS propellant. 

Since the RCS engines are not as efficient as the OMS, more OMS propellant was used oN 

than anticipated. Because the anticiapated X-CG was so far forward, a violation of 

the X-CG envelope may exist. To check mass properties for actual post-burn 

conditions, the off-nominal deorbit burn can be entered into CGMANAGER through the 

OMS Delta V Burn function. 
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From the CGMANAGER Main Menu, press CODE-0. Using BOTH OMS pods, the first part of 

the deorbit burn (124.4 fps), should be entered. After saving the burn’s effect, the 

OMS Delta V Burn function is-reinvoked. This time, the remaining part of the deorbit 

burn (100 fps) needs to be obtained from BOTH OMS pods. Since this portion of the 

burn was performed with RCS jets, which have an efficiency ratio of 1.17 (OMS Engine 

Isp / RCS Engine Igp), a 117 fps burn should be entered and saved. 

Deorbit CG results can now be examined by erasing the Deorbit Inplane Delta V value 
in the Deorbit Results form. This tells CGMANAGER that the current propellant 
quantities reflect their post-burn values. Entry check point values are: 

  

Post-Deorbit E/T Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 201730 lbs 251182 lbs 250139 lbs 229991 lbs 

X-CG 1078.5 in 1079.0 in 1074.5 in 1077.9 in 
Y~-CG -0.4 in -0.5 in -0.5 in “9.5 in 

An X-CG violation at the mach 3.5 check point is indicated. Therefore, a FRCS dump 

is required to obtain an acceptable X-CG. By requesting a mach 3.5 X-CG of 1081.9 

in.,. a FRCS dump to a final 25% quantity is computed. “The new entry check points 

are: 

  

Post-Deorbit E/T Mach 3 Landing 

Weight 231730 lbs 229834 lbs 228791 lbs 228643 lbs 
X-CG 1078.5 in 1083.4 in 1081.0 in 1082.4 in 
Y-CG -0.6 in -0.65 in -0.6 in -0.6 in 

All entry check points are within the CG envelope. The FRCS dump time computed for 2 

jets is 3 minutes and 37 seconds, while that for 4 jets is 1 minute and 50 seconds. 
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APPENDIX E 
SPoC HISTORY . 

The concept of an independent computational Capability aboard the Shuttle has been 
operational since STS-1. Originally, an HP41 calculator was employed for this 
purpose. Data storage and manipulation capabilities, absent from the GPC’s because 
of core storage limitations, were provided by this hand-held calculator. Also 
provided by the HP41 were capabilities similar to existing ground-based processors in 
the event that the Shuttle and crew were in a no-communication situation. As of 
April S, 1983 the HP41 flight programs included the following: 

a) The CG program allowed the crew to track current X and Y-CG location as a 
function of MET, OMS, and RCS propellant loadings, and whether payloads were 
berthed or deployed. 

b) The AGS program supplied the crew with information concerning the next time 
the spacecraft would acquire a communications site. 

¢) The LANDTRACK program provided observation pass information for any stored 
earth observation site. 

d) The DEORBIT program provided the crew with deorbit maneuver targets in the 
event of total loss of communications with the ground and a time-critical 
systems failure requiring an emergency deorbit. 

e) The ORBIT program provided the crew with data concerning attitudes and rates 
involved in the star sighting function and with orbit sunrise and sunset. 

#) The ALARM program gave the crew a personalized reminder of upcoming events af 
particular interest by having the calculator sound a tone anc display a 
pre-stored message. 

g) The LANDING program computed data necessary for the approach and landing phase 
of flight. , 

Although the HF41 has proven to be a useful tool, it has a very limited memory 
Capacity (only one of the above programs can be stored in memory at a time), very 
limited text displays, and there is no graphics capability. 

As new requirements developed for independent computational capabilities aboard the 
Shuttle, the HP41 became inadequate for the task. To augment the hand-held 
calculator, the SPoC was introduced. SPoC is an expansion of the HP41 calculator 
concept and enhances independent computation and display capabilities by providing 
more memory, more mass storage, and graphic displays. In 1983, the Ascent /Entry 
Procedures Section of the Operations Branch began evaluating microcomputers for 
onboard implementation. After evaluating several machines, a GRiD microcomputer was 
selected because it met the hardware and software requirements and constraints fully. 
A proposal was made to the Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) Configuration Control 
Board (CCB) to obtain the necessary funding for the project. The GFE CCB denied the 
request. To gain necessary support for the project, presentations were made at the 
branch, division, and directorate levels. After a SPoC presentation was made to the 
Program Office Manager, Glynn Lunny, approval for the SPoC project was given. 
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Proposals were again made to the GFE CCB, and on 08/15/83 a Crew Related GFE CcB 

Directive (#3D149) was issued authorizing purchase, testing, certification, and 

preparation for flight of a GRiD Compass Computer on STS-9. c S
i
f
 

Purchased commercially and modified, the original SPoC was a GRiD Compass 110! lap 

top computer. The Compass 1101 has a 4.75 by 3.5 inch electroluminescent screen, 

384K bytes of non-volatile bubble memory and 254K bytes of RAM. Modifications 

included replacing the internal modem with a fan for cooling, since the. standard 

Model 1101 computer uses convective cooling. The lithium battery circuit, which 

provides power for the internal clock while the Compass is not connected to an 

external power supply, had supplemental diades and a fuse installed to insure —_ 

failsafe operation. A power cable was designed for Orbiter power connector 

compatibility. EMI tests showed the SPoC was out of specification. Since the 

out-of-spec condition for SPoC would cause no problems for Orbiter systems, 

communications, or payloads, the Space Shuttle Program Requirements Control Board 

issued a directive (#S23562) to authorize a waiver permitting the radiated EMI 

out-of~spec condition. 

SPoC was initially flown on STS-9 as a proof of concept engineering evaluation. 

During this flight, it proved useful as an aid to crew awareness and productivity. 

SPoC flight software for STS-9 included programs that calculated and/or displayed the 

follawing data: 

MET 
The world map (facsimile of the MCC world map) 

Day and night areas on the earth's surface 

AOS/LOS ID of the current/next ground communication site - 

AGS/LOS and ID of current/next TDRSS coverage ~ 

Current and two predicted ground tracks 

Current position of the Orbiter on the world map 

AOS of the next earth observation site 

Brewster Shaw, pilot for STS-9, stated "It’s really a big asset to know where we are 

all the time." Since SPoC was such an asset on STS-9, Flight Equipment Project 

Office Configuration Control Board Directive #61509 authorized one SPoC and power 

cord be manifested for STS-11 and subsequent missions. 

An upgrade occurred in late 1984, with the Compass 1129 replacing the 1101 for 

STS-51C and subsequent missions. The GRiD Compass 1129 is the same size as the 1101, 

with a 4.75 by 3.5 inch electroluminescent screen and 384K bytes of non-volatile 

bubble memory. Improvements gained with the 1129 include twice as much RAM (S1i2k 

bytes) and four accessible slots for PROM or EPROM chips. At this time, the 

necessary hardware and software were purchased to develop EPROMs for flight. Use of 

socketed PROM and EPROM chips was viewed as a possible interim solution for expanded 

mass memory until a mass memory device was certified for flight. Compass 1129s were 

purchased commercially and modified. The internal modem was replaced with a fan for.“ 

cooling and an EMI reducing "Tempest" screen was installed. For crew safety, the 

lithium battery which provided power for the internal clock was exchanged for a 

replaceable silver oxide battery and a clock reset circuit. Also the foot was milled 

out to promote internal ventilation while in the closed position for flight | 

operation. 
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In 1985, the SPoC was upgraded to a GRiD Compass 1139 for STS-S1G and subsequent 
missions. The GRiD Compass 1159 is similar to the 1129, having the same memory 
capacity. It.is an improvement over the 1129 because it has a larger 
electroluminescent screen (7.5 by 3.5 inches) and a standard internal fan for 
cooling. Like the 1129, this unit was purchased commercially and modified for flight. 
Modifications include an EMI-reducing "Tempest" screen, a replaceable silver oxide 
battery, a clock reset circuit, a milled out foot, and the modem is removed. 

The original flight software configuration has been augmented since STS-9 to satisfy 
expanding functional requirements levied on the SPoC. The flight software 
configuration now includes programs that calculate and/or display the following data: 

Predicted Site Acquisition Table 

Table of TDRSS AOS/LOS 
Communication/Earth Obs site reconfiguration 

Latitude and longitude of the Orbiter 

AOS of future earth observation sites 

Time to Orbiter sunrise, noon, sunset 

Current F stop . 

F stop for the selected earth observation site 

Sun glint position om the world map 
Sun glint look angles 

Longitude and MET of the next/previous ascending node 

Time until/from the next/previous ascending node 

Deorbit opportunities 

Decrbit maneuver targeting 

Orbiter CG and weight 
CG management procedures 

The SPoC has also been used to provide computational support for special purpose 
applications on a flight-specific basis. The Orbital Refueling System (ORS) and the 
Gravity Gradient Free Drift experiments set a precedent for using microprocessors to 
support payload experiments. ‘ 

Since 41-G, two SPoCs have been manifested for each Shuttle mission. The primary 
unit is usually positioned on the forward flight deck above the eyebrow panel, while 
the backup nominally supports middeck operations. Even during emergency power-downs, 
one of these units remains running. . 

NONCRITICAL BUT MANDATORY 

Although the SPoC was classified as noncritical hardware by Configuration Control 
Board Directive 1253, it is considered mandatory equipment. If the SPoC fails, 
neither the crew nor the mission is threatened: thus the noncritical classification. 
However, the SPoC is such an asset to the crew and to MCC that it is mandatory 
equipment for flight. 

The following excerpts from reports and memos illustrate the importance of the SPoC 
to Shuttle missions. 

STS-9 Flight Crew Report (Dec. 1983): "The SPoC proved to be a great asset. It was 
unstowed and set up during the post insertion timeframe and remained active until 
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deorbit prep... The SPoC allowed the crew to see where they were at all times and 

served as an accurate source of communications coverage information. In light of the ~ 

many dropouts of TDRSS S-Band Signal that were experienced, the SPoC &0S/L0S ° 

information allowed the crew to manage the comm system in an efficient manner and 

eliminated unnecessary trouble shooting. The SPoC appears to have great potential 

that deserves further development for future Shuttle missions." 

._
/ 

S
e
 

Memo from the Space Shuttle Earth Observations Project Manager (03/02/84, 

#SC5-84-32): “The GRiD SPoC has been of great value to the Space Shuttle Earth 

Observations Project... Our contact with the crews that have used the SPoC ...reflect 

extreme interest in its present capabilities and proposed updates." ‘ 

The value of the SPoC in monitoring a payload was demonstrated for the STS-41G ORS 

test: 

Memo from John Young (04/18/84, #CB-84-042): “The SPoC has been determined by the 

crew to be not just useful, but mandatory for proper crew monitoring of ORS hydrazine 

transfer operations. It provides the proper displays that provide the crew their 

only insight into the hydrazine heat transfer occurring during an ORS transfer 

operation for all initial conditions. Using the SPoC information and the other ORS 

displays and controls, timely and proper response can be made by the crew to any GRS 

anomaly." 

STS-41G6 Debrief Notes (10/18/84): "CThe SPoC was] very helpful because no one had 

time to just sit by a window and watch for sites and phenomena." 

STS-51C Crew Report: "The presence of SPoC on our mission was a major asset in a 

helping us perform many of our tasks. Future capabilities for SPoC will increase its -—~ 

utility even more...these computers have proven to be very reliable..." 

Memo from On-Orbit Flight Techniques Panel (01/25/88, #DA8- 88-04): "After reviewing 

the functions provided by the SPoC and assessing the significant degree of support it 

provides for routine flight crew operations, the FTP considers it to be a very 

important part of crew equipment and recommends the Program consider it to be 

?mandatory’ for all STS flights. 

"The FTP also recommends that the SPoC should continue to be classified as 

criticality 3. These recommendations are based on two considerations. 

a) The primary SPoC function, that of an orbit trajectory status display, does 

not jeopardize the crew, vehicle, or mission in the event of malfunction. 

b) The secondary SPoC function of providing a backup deorbit targeting capability 

for emergency deorbit would only be used when the Mission Control Center is 

unavailable for Orbiter support and an immediate deorbit was required. The 

probability of this happening is extremely remote because for every case —_ 

except a large cabin leak, it takes multiple failures before this capability 

would be needed, and most of those combinations of failures, such as failure 

of both freon loops, are considered non-credible. 

"Retaining the SPoC’s criticality 3 classification is highly desirable because it 

allows a flexible and rapid response to new requirements. To retain these desirable 

— 
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characteristics, functions considered inappropriate for this classification should be 
integrated into other processors of an appropriate .classification.” 
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APPENDIX F 
GLOSSARY . 

AOS: Acquisition of Signal 

Boot Cycle: Period during which the computer is loading the operating system and SPoC 
EXECUTIVE software. 

CG: Center of Gravity 

Choice Band: Rectangular area at the top of a form which will contain choices or 
pertinent information. 

Choices: Predefined values for a setting. 

Command Key: RETURN key, ESCAPE key, and any other keys that select a menu option. 

Confirms Keyboard input of CODE-RETURN. 

Edit Prompt: A small triangular symbol which indicates a user input is expected. 

EMCC: Emergency Mission Contral Center 

EMI: Electromagnetic Interference 

EPROM: Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 

FDO: Flight Dynamics Officer 

Form: User interface display which allows the user to enter or edit data for one or 

more items. ts 

FRCS: Forward Reaction Control System 

GFE CCB: Government Furnished Equipment Configuration Control Board 

GMT: Greenwich Mean Time 

GNC: Guidance Navigation and Control 

GPC: General Purpose Computer 

Highlighted Box: If choices are available in the choice band, the highlighted box 

indicates the current choice or highlights pertinent information. 

Igp: Specific Impulse 

Item: Label which identifies the data to be modified in a form. 

LOS: Loss of Signal ‘ 

LOT: Landing Opportunities Table 
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MCC: Mission Control Center ; . 

Menu: User interface display which allows the user to select one of the available 

options. 

MET: Mission Elapsed Time 

MOC: Mission Operations Computer 

MOCR: Mission Operations Control Room 

Modifier Keys: CODE keys, SHIFT key, and CONTROL key. 

Nadir: Projection of the Orbiter*s position along the local vertical onto the Earth’s 

surface. 

OMS: Orbital Maneuvering System 

ORS: Orbital Refueling System 

PROM: Programmable Read Only Memory 

PSAT: Predicted Site Acquisition Table 

Prompt: Message informing the user what action should be taken next. 

PTI: Program Test Input o~ 

RAM: Random Access Memory 

RCS: Reaction Control System 

RMS: Remote Manipulator System 

ROM: Read Only Memory 

RTS: Remote Tracking Station 

Selection Box: Rectangular outline enclosing the current item in a form or the 

current option in a menu. 

Setting: Data value in a form. 

SGMT: Simulated GMT 

SPEC: GPC display used to view and modify parameters. 

SPoC: Shuttle Portable Computer 

STDN: Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network 

TDR: True of Date Rotating 
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TDRS: Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 

TDRSS: Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 

TIG: Time of Ignition 

128 
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a APPENDIX G - 
- SPoC MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 

The malfunction procedure for SPoC failures is to cycle SPoC power. 

1) Insure no bubble memory access is in progress (see Section 2.1.1). 
fs 

2) Turn SPoC OFF. 

3) Wait five seconds. 

4) Turn SPoC ON. 

This will clear RAM and allow SPoC to be reinitialized. 

cf 

fc 
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APPENDIX H° 
* SPoC SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT 

The matrix below may be of help to remote users. It defines the necessary files for 
WORLD MAP, DEORBIT, and CGMANAGER. 

WORLD MAP DEORBIT  CGMANAGER 
   

   

  

   

                    

   

    

   

        

   

    

   

   

        

AEROH* TEXT”. 
AEROL*TEXT™. 
‘BACKGROUND~RUN™. 
CARGO*TEXT™. 
CGMAHAGER™RUN™. 
CONSUM* TEXT ™. 
CSITES*TEXT™. 
DAYMAP”RUN™. 
DEGRBIT“RUN™. 
ESITES*TEXT™. 
EXECUTIVE™RUN™. 
LAUNCHFORM~RUN™. 
LSITES*TEXT~ 
LTIME*TEXT~. 
MAP RRA MAP™. 
MET~RUN™ 
PROP*TEXT~. 
PSAT*“RUN~. 
RNP* TEXT. 
SCREEN. INIT~SCREENIMAGE~ 
SETTIME~RUN™ 
ST TEMANAGER~RUN™~. 
STATEVECTOR* TEXT ~ 
VECTORF ORM“RUN~. 
VEHNGHT “TEXT. 

QO ~ Optional file R ~ Required file 

Operating Environments 

In each environment, the screen frame must be ON. If the screen frame is OFF, 

displays may be distorted. 

GRiD_ Compass GRiD Case Under _GRiD-OS 

Common”*Shared’ (Version 3.1.6) Common™Shared~ (Version 3.1.4) 

CCOS*System™ (Version 85.5.7) CCOS*System™ (Version 85.12.18) 

XMAP1139~MAP~ *MAPCASE~*MAP~ 

Common~*Shared™® (Version 3.1.6) 

CCOS*System™” (Version 86.11.19) 

‘*MapCase~*Map~ 

NASA-JSC 
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